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SAMSON ROPE

Samson brings products

to the commercial marine

market that save time and

operational costs, while

increasing levels of handling

crew safety and efficiency.
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Samson:

The link between technology and practical application.

Samson’s engineered synthetic rope products are stronger,

lighter, last longer, are easier and safer to handle, and

significantly reduce operating costs.

It’s been proven in actual operating tests over several years with major commercial marine

operators. As a replacement for wire rope in Mooring applications the savings are real and

significant in both time and costs. For Tug Assist operations, smaller crews are required for rope handling, and the

new synthetics from Samson outlast competing products by a considerable margin. The results are reduced cost

of operations and reduced operating times in both moorings and ship assists, as well as a safer, more efficient

workplace with reduced potential for environmental damage.

Samson:

a tradition of strength, a legacy of innovation.

These products are the result of Samson’s commitment to technological leadership in rope design and

manufacturing. It is not a new idea; for over 125 years Samson has been developing innovative products

bringing the best of current fiber technology to the workplace. Samson par tners with our customers to

provide engineered solutions to real-world problems, and follows up with assistance at installations, full

documentation, and training on rope inspection and retirement criteria. We’re committed to making certain

all our products per form as designed – no matter what the application.

Samson has made a significant investment in research and development and quality assurance. We

maintain one of the largest test facilities in the industry, with tensile testing capacity that is unmatched.

Every product is fully documented to comply with all specifications.

Throughout the years, Samson Rope Technologies has remained at the forefront of fiber technology.

Working closely with the world’s leading fiber suppliers, Samson engineers are among the first to

incorporate the latest developments in fiber technology to provide unique solutions to industry challenges.

As the interface between fiber development and practical application, Samson brings products to the

commercial marine market that save time and operational costs, increase crew rope handling safety, and

reduce the need for environmentally damaging maintenance routines.

Bring the strength of Samson to your Commercial Marine operation.

Let Samson be par t of the solution to your operational problems. Talk to an application engineer or

trained sales representative who can recommend a product for your application, or help develop a

solution engineered and produced specifically to address the requirements of your operation. The strength

of Samson will help make your marine operations safer and more efficient while reducing operating costs.

1 - 8 0 0 - 2 27 - 76 7 3
www.samsonrope.com
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Research & Development

We maintain one of the lar gest research and development organizations in the industry – fully

equipped with the latest laboratory facilities, abrasion testing equipment, and one of the

highest capacity tensile testers (1.1 million pounds) of any manufacturer worldwide. Staffed by

fiber technologists and engineers dedicated to the development of more efficient and stronger

ropes, Samson continues to lead the industry in technological developments in fibers, coatings

and constructions. The staff works directly with the leading fiber manufacturers to explore and

assess the proper ties of new fibers in development.

Samson has dedicated

more resources than

any other cordage

manufacturer to the

continued development

of high performance

synthetic rope products.

A Legacy of Innovation Built on

a Commitment to Technology.

SAMSON ROPE

From research and development…

This partnership with our fiber suppliers is a key to

innovation, research and development.

The engineering staff also works closely with field

sales personnel as application engineers. This

interactive relationship allows us to be responsive

to the operational concerns of our customers. From

on-site assistance with installation of new products,

to evaluation of product per formance and the

development of safety standards, the application

engineer is an integral par t of the field sales team.

Through testing and documentation… To the manufacturing floor…

Samson’s Vice President of Research &
Development frequently visits Samson customers
to inspect and evaluate product performance
and research new product development.

A close relationship with
DSM Dyneema BV, makers

of Dyneema, insures
Samson will remain on the

forefront of new fiber
technology.
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All new product development as well as production of existing product is
subject to stringent inspection, testing and documentation. Our plants are
equipped with cer tified test equipment to assess the characteristics of all
raw materials as well as finished goods.

Testing capabilities include:

• Certified elongation and break testing of rope up to 1.1 million
pounds and sample lengths of up to 50 feet.

• Wet and dry accelerated and reverse bend abrasion testing

• Rope analysis for construction and fiber type

• Extraction testing for lubricant content of rope

• Termination evaluation and development

Samson was one of the first U.S. rope manufacturers to receive

ISO 9001 certification, a natural progression of our existing

Quality Assurance Program that incorporates:

• Integrated product development and production software that translates
engineering specifications into production orders for manufacturing

• Specialized production documents for processing high modulus fibers

• Standardized procedures for inspection, analysis, and testing of
in-process product as well as finished goods

• Individual specifications for all products

Samson ropes are designed and built to meet real world challenges.
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About this Catalog:

Classification of Rope Products by Class I & Class II

We have divided our product offering into two classes of ropes.

Class II Ropes are produced from high performance synthetic

fibers that are designed as potential replacements for wire rope

applications. Class I Ropes are constructed of traditional synthetic

fibers that are not designed as alternative products for wire

rope replacement.

A detailed description of Class II and Class I Ropes, is located in the

Glossary of Terms on pages 49-50. The designation of Class II and

Class I Ropes to a specific product should also be used in selecting

the appropriate Samson splice and testing procedure for that product.

Based on our Quality Assurance Program, Samson has received product
type approval cer tifications from: ABS – American Bureau of Shipping

NK – Nippon Kaiji Kyokai
DNV – Det Norske Veritas

Product cer tifications are available upon request with order
placement. As a long standing active member of the Cordage
Institute, Samson has been a major contributor in developing
standards and specifications on behalf of the Cordage Institute.
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AMSTEEL-BLUE:  The best all-around Dyneema rope, a direct

replacement for wire ropes proven to reduce tug assist and mooring costs.

AmSteel®-Blue is a proven cost-saving replacement for wire rope in key applications where

strength, weight and safety are important.

Recognized worldwide as the standard for single braid HMPE ropes, AmSteel-Blue is easily spliced and
inspected. These features, with the superior wear and flex fatigue of Dyneema SK-75 fiber and Samthane™
coating, are combined in a torque-free 12-strand single braid design. The result is an industry leading braided
synthetic rope that outlasts wire rope and has proven operator cost saving benefits.

AmSteel-Blue, at only 1/7th the weight of wire, requires less committed crew for mooring operations,
significantly reduces mooring times and tug costs, and improves crew safety. The reduced weight, high
strength and low stretch also make it ideal for Tug Assist/maneuvering lines, resulting in quick, ef ficient
connections and control response. AmSteel-Blue is proven to provide longer service life and reduced costs
in a variety of applications.

Standardized working pendants are available for mooring and tug assist lines, see page (14 & 17).

Recommended for split drum winch applications; not recommended for use on H-bitts, capstans or cleats
if surging or rendering the rope is required.
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Class II Rope

Specific Gravity:

.98 (floats)

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 0.46%
20% ..... 0.70%
30% ..... 0.96%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
12-Strand/Class II Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
12-Strand/Class II Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Features:

• Uses Dyneema® SK-75 HMPE fiber

• A size for size strength replacement for wire
rope at only 1/7th the weight

• Torque-free, ver y flexible, easy to handle
• Similar elastic elongation to wire rope

• Easily inspected or field spliced

• Floats

 Applications:

• Primary vessel mooring lines

• Tractor tug working lines off winch drum

• Face and wing wires for push tugs

• Emergency and seismic tow lines

AMSTEEL-BLUE

SAMSON

Product Code:  872

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

3/16" 9/16" 1.0 lbs. 4,900 lbs. 5mm 1.5 Kg 2.2 MT 2.4 MT

1/4" 3/4" 1.6 lbs. 7,700 lbs. 6mm 2.4 Kg 3.5 MT 3.9 MT

5/16" 1" 2.7 lbs. 12,300 lbs. 8mm 4.0 Kg 5.6 MT 6.2 MT

3/8" 1-1/8" 3.6 lbs. 17,600 lbs. 9mm 5.4 Kg 8.0 MT 8.9 MT

7/16" 1-1/4" 4.2 lbs. 21,500 lbs. 11mm 6.2 Kg 9.8 MT 10.9 MT

1/2" 1-1/2" 6.4 lbs. 30,600 lbs. 12mm 9.5 Kg 13.9 MT 15.4 MT

9/16" 1-3/4" 7.9 lbs. 36,500 lbs. 14mm 11.8 Kg 16.6 MT 18.4 MT

5/8" 2" 10.2 lbs. 47,500 lbs. 16mm 15.2 Kg 21.5 MT 23.9 MT

3/4" 2-1/4" 13.3 lbs. 58,000 lbs. 18mm 19.8 Kg 26.3 MT 29.2 MT

7/8" 2-3/4" 19.6 lbs. 81,700 lbs. 22mm 29.2 Kg 37.1 MT 41.2 MT

1" 3" 21.8 lbs. 98,100 lbs. 24mm 32.4 Kg 44.5 MT 49.4 MT

1-1/16" 3-1/4" 27.5 lbs. 118,000 lbs. 26mm 40.9 Kg 53.6 MT 59.6 MT

1-1/8" 3-1/2" 31.9 lbs. 133,000 lbs. 28mm 47.5 Kg 60.4 MT 67.1 MT

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 36.2 lbs. 149,000 lbs. 30mm 53.9 Kg 67.5 MT 75.0 MT

1-5/16" 4" 41.8 lbs. 166,000 lbs. 32mm 62.2 Kg 75.2 MT 83.5 MT

1 3/8" 4-1/8" 45.0 lbs. 185,000 lbs. 34mm 67.0 Kg 83.9 MT 93.2 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 51.7 lbs. 205,000 lbs. 36mm 76.9 Kg 92.9 MT 103.0 MT

1-5/8" 5" 65.2 lbs. 255,000 lbs. 40mm 97.0 Kg 116.0 MT 128.0 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 78.4 lbs. 302,000 lbs. 44mm 117.0 Kg 137.0 MT 152.0 MT

2" 6" 87.0 lbs. 343,000 lbs. 48mm 130.0 Kg 155.0 MT 173.0 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 109.0 lbs. 411,000 lbs. 52mm 162.0 Kg 186.0 MT 207.0 MT

2-1/4" 7" 116.0 lbs. 483,000 lbs. 56mm 173.0 Kg 219.0 MT 244.0 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 148.0 lbs. 529,000 lbs. 60mm 220.0 Kg 240.0 MT 267.0 MT

2-5/8" 8" 167.0 lbs. 596,000 lbs. 64mm 249.0 Kg 270.0 MT 300.0 MT

2-3/4" 8-1/2" 187.0 lbs. 662,000 lbs. 68mm 278.0 Kg 300.0 MT 333.0 MT

3" 9" 206.0 lbs. 748,000 lbs. 72mm 307.0 Kg 339.0 MT 377.0 MT

3-1/4" 10" 240.0 lbs. 906,000 lbs. 80mm 357.0 Kg 411.0 MT 457.0 MT

12-Strand
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FORCE-8:   A unique, patented construction Dyneema mooring line with

a firm cross section specially designed for single/split drum winch applications.

The unique, patented construction has a firm cross-section designed for single drum and split drum winch

applications. The firm construction results in reduced compression and minimizes diving on the drum, while

still providing the high strength, low weight, and excellent flex fatigue resistance of a Dyneema rope.

The Samthane coating applied to the rope gives added wear protection without impacting flexibility or ease

of splicing. Force-8™ is available in long continuous production block creel lengths to meet the needs of

deep water mooring or lifting projects. The design of Force-8 allows for easy visual inspection and

verification of internal and external strand wear.

Recommended for split drum or single drum winch applications; not recommended for use on H-bitts, capstans
or cleats if surging or rendering the rope is required.
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Product Spotlight

Samson uses Dyneema SK-75 HMPE (High Modulous PolyEthylene)

fiber for high per formance ropes to maximize strength and minimize
weight. Dyneema SK-75 represents the most technically advanced

“virgin” HMPE fiber available for rope manufacturing. Since it is not a
“post-drawn” or “heat-set” HMPE fiber, SK-75 translates into Samson

ropes with the highest flex-fatigue resistance and longest service life;
superior to other synthetics such as nylon, olefins, polyester or aramids.

Class II Rope

Specific Gravity:

.98 (floats)

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 0.70%
20% ..... 0.90%
30% ..... 1.20%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
8x3-Strand/Class II Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
8x3-Strand/Class II Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

FORCE-8

SAMSON

Product Code:  871

Features:

• 8x3™ Torque-free braided construction
minimizes drum compression

• A floating, flexible Dyneema SK-75 HMPE
fiber rope

• Lightweight handling for crews with
increased safety

• Ease of splicing and excellent UV resistance

Applications:

• Primary vessel mooring line

• Face and wing wires for push tugs

• First line ashore salvage line
• Small vessel emergency tow line

• Deep water lifting line

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1" 3" 21.6 lbs. 85,100 lbs. 24mm 32.1 Kg 38.6 MT 42.9 MT

1-1/16" 3-1/4" 25.3 lbs. 98,100 lbs. 26mm 37.6 Kg 44.5 MT 49.5 MT

1-1/8" 3-1/2" 29.2 lbs. 113,000 lbs. 28mm 43.4 Kg 51.3 MT 56.6 MT

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 33.4 lbs. 127,000 lbs. 30mm 49.7 Kg 57.7 MT 64.0 MT

1-5/16" 4" 37.9 lbs. 143,000 lbs. 32mm 56.4 Kg 64.7 MT 71.9 MT

1-3/8" 4-1/8" 41.0 lbs. 152,000 lbs. 34mm 61.0 Kg 68.9 MT 76.6 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 47.6 lbs. 176,000 lbs. 36mm 70.8 Kg 80.0 MT 88.9 MT

1-5/8" 5" 58.5 lbs. 213,000 lbs. 40mm 87.0 Kg 96.7 MT 107.0 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 70.4 lbs. 253,000 lbs. 44mm 105.0 Kg 115.0 MT 127.0 MT

2" 6" 83.4 lbs. 296,000 lbs. 48mm 124.0 Kg 134.0 MT 149.0 MT

8x3-Strand™
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Neutron-8™ is an excellent floating replacement for large diameter wire rope or chain. The
unique, patented Dyneema construction results in the highest strength to weight ratio, with
reduced compression and less diving on winch drums. Neutron-8’s features make it ideal for
tractor tug working lines and a variety of specialty deep water applications where long lengths,
high strength and low weight are critical.

If high strength, flexibility and lightweight are the prime performance requirements for your
application, Neutron-8 sets the standard.

Recommended for split drum or single drum winch applications; not recommended for use on
H-bitts, capstans or cleats if surging or rendering the rope is r equired.
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Class II Rope

Specific Gravity:

.98 (floats)

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 0.70%
20% ..... 0.90%
30% ..... 1.20%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
8x3-Strand/Class II Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
8x3-Strand/Class II Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Features:

• Firm shape retention on single drum
winch applications

• Available in large diameter sizes and long
lengths without internal braider splices

• Low stretch, high durability and easy to splice

• A flexible Dyneema SK-75 HMPE fiber rope

• A floating wire rope replacement

 Applications:

• Tractor Tug single drum assist/
Maneuvering Lines

• Specialized deep water mooring
or lifting projects

• First line ashore/emergency tow line

• Wire rope lifting sling replacement

NEUTRON-8

SAMSON

Product Code:  867

8x3-Strand™

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

2" 6" 89.8 lbs. 405,000 lbs. 48mm 134.0 Kg 184.0 MT 204.0 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 101.0 lbs. 441,000 lbs. 52mm 151.0 Kg 200.0 MT 222.0 MT

2-1/4" 7" 114.0 lbs. 491,000 lbs. 56mm 169.0 Kg 223.0 MT 247.0 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 140.0 lbs. 596,000 lbs. 60mm 209.0 Kg 270.0 MT 300.0 MT

2-5/8" 8" 155.0 lbs. 652,000 lbs. 64mm 230.0 Kg 296.0 MT 328.0 MT

2-3/4" 8-1/2" 170.0 lbs. 711,000 lbs. 68mm 253.0 Kg 322.0 MT 358.0 MT

3" 9" 202.0 lbs. 835,000 lbs. 72mm 301.0 Kg 379.0 MT 421.0 MT

3-1/4" 10" 237.0 lbs. 998,000 lbs. 80mm 353.0 Kg 453.0 MT 503.0 MT

3-5/8" 11" 295.0 lbs. 1,185,000 lbs. 88mm 439.0 Kg 538.0 MT 597.0 MT

4" 12" 359.0 lbs. 1,422,000 lbs. 96mm 535.0 Kg 645.0 MT 717.0 MT

4-1/4" 13" 406.0 lbs. 1,591,000 lbs. 104mm 603.0 Kg 722.0 MT 802.0 MT

4-5/8" 14" 480.0 lbs. 1,861,000 lbs. 112mm 715.0 Kg 844.0 MT 938.0 MT

5" 15" 561.0 lbs. 2,150,000 lbs. 120mm 835.0 Kg 975.0 MT 1,084.0 MT

5-1/4" 16" 619.0 lbs. 2,354,000 lbs. 128mm 921.0 Kg 1,068.0 MT 1,186.0 MT

5-1/2" 17" 679.0 lbs. 2,565,000 lbs. 136mm 1010.0 Kg 1,163.0 MT 1,293.0 MT

6" 18" 808.0 lbs. 3,013,000 lbs. 144mm 1200.0 Kg 1,367.0 MT 1,519.0 MT

Product Spotlight

Samson pioneered the implementation of HMPE tug assist lines with
Amsteel-Blue. The extremely lightweight, low water absorbing braided

Dyneema ropes have replaced wire rope or other larger circumference
and heavier polyester working lines. Products such as Amsteel-Blue,

Neutron-8, and Proton 8 allow tug operators to handle lines with fewer
crew members, thus saving money.

NEUTRON-8:  The strongest rope made by Samson. Patented

8x3-Strand™ Dyneema construction with a firm cross section for use on winches.
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SAMSON ROPE TECHNOLOGIES

PROTON 8:   The grip needed for H-bitt operations, with the strength

of Dyneema in a firm yet flexible rope.

Proton® 8 is an excellent versatile Dyneema HMPE rope which provides cost saving benefits in a

multitude of marine applications.

Proton 8 uses Dyneema SK-75 for high strength and low weight with a polyester overlay to provide the
heat resistance and grip necessary for use on bitts and capstans. Its firm, flexible, torque-free
construction per forms well on both single and split drum winches.

Compared to all polyester or polyester/polypro combo ropes, Proton 8 is over twice as strong and

weighs less size for size. It provides substantially better ser vice life, is almost neutrally buoyant,
and has low water absorption for ease and speed of handling during deployment and retrieval.
The yellow Samthane coating insures maximum wear resistance and ser vice life while making
Proton 8 highly visible.

This unique Dyneema working line is a proven solution to the problem of large, heavy ropes that are
difficult to manage, and add opportunity for crew injury.

Designed for use on H-bitts and capstans for surging and rendering.

PRO
TO

N
®  8

Class II Rope

Specific Gravity:

1.09

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 0.58%
20% ..... 0.87%
30% ..... 0.96%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
8-Strand/Class II Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
8-Strand/Class II Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

PROTON 8

SAMSON

Product Code:  830

Features:

• High grip and heat resistance

• High strength to weight ratio with low water
absorption for lightweight handling

• Flexible, torque-free 8-strand with
a firm cross-section

• Easy to field splice

Applications:

• Tug Assist/Maneuvering Lines on H-bitts

• Primary or secondary vessel mooring lines

• Ship “tug” lines – stored on winch drum or
faked on deck

• Barge tie-up lines

8-Strand

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1" 3" 25.0 lbs. 54,900 lbs. 24mm 37.2 Kg 24.9 MT 27.7 MT

1-1/8" 3-1/2" 30.5 lbs. 68,900 lbs. 28mm 45.4 Kg 31.3 MT 34.7 MT

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 38.5 lbs. 86,900 lbs. 30mm 57.3 Kg 39.4 MT 43.8 MT

1-5/16" 4" 41.5 lbs. 104,000 lbs. 32mm 61.8 Kg 47.2 MT 52.4 MT

1-3/8" 4-1/8" 46.0 lbs. 108,000 lbs. 34mm 68.4 Kg 48.8 MT 54.2 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 55.4 lbs. 125,000 lbs. 36mm 82.4 Kg 56.7 MT 63.0 MT

1-5/8" 5" 68.0 lbs. 140,000 lbs. 40mm 101.0 Kg 63.5 MT 70.6 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 74.8 lbs. 190.000 lbs. 44mm 111.0 Kg 86.0 MT 95.5 MT

2" 6" 99.0 lbs. 238,000 lbs. 48mm 147.0 Kg 108.0 MT 120.0 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 112.0 lbs. 277,000 lbs. 52mm 167.0 Kg 126.0 MT 140.0 MT

2-1/4" 7" 125.0 lbs. 316,000 lbs. 56mm 186.0 Kg 143.0 MT 159.0 MT

2-3/8" 7-1/8" 140.0 lbs. 383,000 lbs. 57mm 208.0 Kg 173.0 MT 193.0 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 149.0 lbs. 396,000 lbs. 60mm 222.0 Kg 180.0 MT 200.0 MT

2-5/8" 8" 172.0 lbs. 436,000 lbs. 64mm 257.0 Kg 198.0 MT 219.0 MT

2-3/4" 8-1/2" 188.0 lbs. 468,000 lbs. 68mm 280.0 Kg 212.0 MT 236.0 MT

3" 9" 198.0 lbs. 542,000 lbs. 72mm 294.0 Kg 246.0 MT 273.0 MT

3-1/4" 10" 254.0 lbs. 628,000 lbs. 80mm 378.0 Kg 285.0 MT 317.0 MT
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DPX-75 was created through AmSteel-Blue 12-strand core technology combined with a

proprietary braided jacket design of Dyneema and polyester fibers.

A unique bonding material combines the cover and 12-strand core of Dyneema SK-75 to insure
no movement between the two components. This construction creates a very firm round rope
that will have minimal flattening under load and little tendency to dive or jam on winch drums.

DPX-75™ was designed to replace wire rope on winch drums but not to serve as a marine
working rope. This firm construction works extremely well as a mooring or winch line.

When a jacketed mooring line is preferred, DPX-75 will give the maximum mooring line
performance on the market.

A standard cover repair kit is available and easy to field apply. This product design requires a
specialized splicing technique that does not facilitate field splicing.

D
PX
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Class II Rope

Specific Gravity:

1.00

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 0.33%
20% ..... 0.49%
30% ..... 0.76%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE – Product specific

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Product Spotlight

Samson engineering has significantly increased the COF

(coefficient of friction) of Dyneema HMPE fiber through the
creation of DPX fiber. DPX is a unique blend of Dyneema (high

strength, lightweight, high cut and abrasion resistance) and
polyester (high heat resistance and higher COF) DPX provides

a “prefuzzed” fiber appearance which wears well and grips
winch drums. DPX – another Samson innovation.

Features:

• DPX fiber jacket provides excellent grip
on winch drums and heat resistance

• One-sixth the weight of wire rope and it floats

• Firm round cross-section for superior
winch per formance

• Lightweight handling performance reduces
mooring related injuries

DPX-75

SAMSON

Product Code:  865

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1-1/8" 3-1/2" 33.0 lbs. 113,000 lbs. 28mm 49.1 Kg 51.3  MT 56.7 MT

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 36.0 lbs. 135,000 lbs. 30mm 53.6 Kg 61.2  MT 68.0 MT

1-5/16" 4" 42.0 lbs. 149,000 lbs. 32mm 62.5 Kg 67.6  MT 74.8 MT

1-3/8” 4-1/8" 45.0 lbs. 167,000 lbs. 34mm 67.0 Kg 75.7  MT 83.9 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 51.5 lbs. 189,000 lbs. 36mm 76.6 Kg 85.7  MT 95.3 MT

1-5/8" 5" 58.0 lbs. 225,000 lbs. 40mm 86.3 Kg 102.0 MT 113.0 MT

1-11/16" 5-1/4" 65.0 lbs. 252,000 lbs. 42mm 96.7 Kg 114.0 MT 127.0 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 69.5 lbs. 275,000 lbs. 44mm 103.0 Kg 125.0 MT 138.0 MT

2" 6" 84.5 lbs. 329,000 lbs. 48mm 126.0 Kg 149.0 MT 166.0 MT

Core Dependant

DPX-75:  The best jacketed Dyneema mooring line available, with over

twice the service life of wire ropes.

 Applications:

• Primar y mooring lines for single or
split drum winches

• Winch line for deep water lifting projects
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Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1" 3" 25.0 lbs. 87,300 lbs. 24mm 37.2 Kg 39.6 MT 44.0 MT

1-1/8" 3-1/2" 29.5 lbs. 113,000 lbs. 28mm 43.9 Kg 51.3 MT 56.7 MT

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 38.5 lbs. 135,000 lbs. 30mm 57.3 Kg 61.2 MT 68.0 MT

1-3/8” 4-1/8" 48.0 lbs. 167,000 lbs. 34mm 71.4 Kg 75.7 MT 83.9 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 59.5 lbs. 189,000 lbs. 36mm 88.5 Kg 85.7 MT 95.3 MT

1-5/8" 5" 67.0 lbs. 225,000 lbs. 40mm 99.7 Kg 102.0 MT 113.0 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 80.5 lbs. 275,000 lbs. 44mm 120.0 Kg 125.0 MT 138.0 MT

2" 6" 93.0 lbs. 329,000 lbs. 48mm 138.0 Kg 149.0 MT 166.0 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 105.0 lbs. 351,000 lbs. 52mm 156.0 Kg 159.0 MT 177.0 MT

2-1/4" 7" 120.0 lbs. 405,000 lbs. 56mm 179.0 Kg 184.0 MT 204.0 MT

Proven effective as a Gilson wire rope replacement in the toughest trawl

commercial fishing applications.

Turbo-75 has the relative firmness and low stretch of wire, yet only 1/6th the weight. The durable "turbo"
Dyneema braided jacket is very cut and abrasion resistant, and protects the strength member 12-strand

single braid Dyneema core. For tough winch rope applications where the weight and inflexibility of wire rope
is a problem, Turbo-75 is ideal. It spools on winches very well, does not rust or "fish hook" like wire rope,

and it floats!

Both cover and core are coated with a proprietar y Samthane coating. The superior fiber, design, and

construction all create a rope which can have a service life 2-3 times that of wire r ope.

A standard cover repair kit is available and easy to field apply. This product design requires a specialized
splicing technique that does not facilitate field splicing.

TU
RBO

-75

Class II Rope

Specific Gravity:

.98

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 0.33%
20% ..... 0.49%
30% ..... 0.76%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE – Product specific

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

TURBO-75

SAMSON

Product Code:  864

Features:

• Excellent single drum spooling capabilities
• Lightweight flexible handling

• Superior drum compression resistance

• Retains hard round shape during use
• Stout Dyneema HMPE fiber protective cover

provides superior wear characteristics

Applications:

• Single or split drum winch primary
mooring lines for ATBs or other vessels

• Wire rope replacements in commercial
fishing trawl systems

• "Tugger" winch lines for AHVs
• Deep water lifting projects

Core Dependant

TURBO-75:   A robust, braid on braid construction, 100% HMPE fiber

winch line designed to replace wire rope in mooring or trawl systems.
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VALIDATOR 12:  Designed for deep water lifting projects and

towed or sub surface taut array systems that require a non-floating rope.

Product Code:  446

12-Strand

TECH-12:   High strength and heat resistance, with low stretch and

superior flex-fatigue characteristics.

Product Code:  890

TE
C

H
-12

™

12-Strand

Validator 12™ is an extremely high strength, low stretch, non rotational 12-strand braid of Samthane

coated Vectran® fiber. It is designed to meet the needs of deep water lifting projects and towed or sub
surface taut array systems that require a non-floating rope. Based on its strength, size can be minimized to

reduce drag and vortex strumming ef fects.

Features:

• Very high strength with low stretch

• Non rotational/free running flexible construction

• High wear and heat resistance

• Fast easy splicing

 Applications:

• Towed or taut array systems

• Deep water lowering and retrieval lines

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

7/64" 5/16" 0.5 lbs. 1,800 lbs. 2.5mm 0.7 Kg 0.8 MT 0.9 MT

1/8" 3/8" 0.6 lbs. 2,400 lbs. 3mm 0.9 Kg 1.1 MT 1.2 MT

3/16" 9/16" 1.3 lbs. 5,000 lbs. 5mm 1.9 Kg 2.3 MT 2.5 MT

1/4" 3/4" 2.2 lbs. 8,500 lbs. 6mm 3.3 Kg 3.9 MT 4.3 MT

5/16" 1" 3.6 lbs. 12,600 lbs. 8mm 5.4 Kg 5.7 MT 6.4 MT

3/8" 1-1/8" 4.6 lbs. 17,600 lbs. 9mm 6.8 Kg 8.0 MT 8.8 MT

7/16" 1-1/4" 6.1 lbs. 21,200 lbs. 11mm 9.1 Kg 9.6 MT 10.7 MT

1/2" 1-1/2" 8.8 lbs. 31,500 lbs. 12mm 13.1 Kg 14.3 MT 15.9 MT

9/16" 1-3/4" 10.8 lbs. 38,700 lbs. 14mm 16.1 Kg 17.6 MT 19.5 MT

5/8" 2" 14.0 lbs. 49,500 lbs. 16mm 20.8 Kg 22.5 MT 24.9 MT

Class II Rope

Specific Gravity: 1.40
Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ........ 0.49%
20% ....... 0.78%
30% ....... 0.98%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
12-Strand/Class II Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
12-Strand/Class II Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Features:

• High strength/low stretch

• Flexible non rotational construction

• High heat resistance
• Easy to splice • Negligible creep/cold flow

Applications:

• Deep water lift lines

• Towed or taut moored array systems

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1/8" 3/8" 0.6 lbs. 2,500 lbs. 3mm 0.9 Kg 1.1 MT 1.3 MT

3/16" 9/16" 1.3 lbs. 5,000 lbs. 5mm 1.9 Kg 2.3 MT 2.5 MT

1/4" 3/4" 1.9 lbs. 7,400 lbs. 6mm 2.8 Kg 3.4 MT 3.7 MT

5/16" 1" 3.2 lbs. 11,700 lbs. 8mm 4.8 Kg 5.3 MT 5.9 MT

3/8" 1-1/8" 4.3 lbs. 16,200 lbs. 9mm 6.4 Kg 7.3 MT 8.2 MT

7/16" 1-1/4" 6.7 lbs. 25,200 lbs. 11mm 10.0 Kg 11.4 MT 12.7 MT

1/2" 1-1/2" 8.0 lbs. 29,700 lbs. 12mm 11.9 Kg 13.5 MT 15.0 MT

5/8" 2" 13.5 lbs. 38,700 lbs. 16mm 20.1 Kg 17.6 MT 19.5 MT

3/4" 2-1/4" 19.3 lbs. 58,500 lbs. 18mm 28.7 Kg 26.5 MT 29.5 MT

7/8" 2-3/4" 25.3 lbs. 75,600 lbs. 22mm 37.6 Kg 34.3 MT 38.1 MT

1" 3" 31.1 lbs. 91,800 lbs. 24mm 46.3 Kg 41.6 MT 46.3 MT

Class II Rope

Specific Gravity:

1.39
Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ........ 0.63%
20% ....... 0.96%
30% ....... 1.20%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
12-Strand/Class II Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
12-Strand/Class II Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Tech-12™ is a very high strength and heat resistant, non-rotational Samthane coated 12-strand single braid rope
that of fers the low stretch of an aramid fiber but with superior flex-fatigue. This Technora® fiber rope construction

has negligible creep or cold flow characteristics and yields excellent control stability for equipment installations
over a long period of time.
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Size 28mm [1-1/8"] 32mm [1-5/16"] 30mm [1-1/4"] 28mm [1-1/8"] 28mm [1-1/8"]

MBS Tonnes 60.4 MT 64.7 MT 61.2 MT 55.2 MT 59.0 MT

KG/100 M 47.5 Kg 56.4  Kg 53.6 Kg 345.0 Kg 345.0 Kg

Size 36mm [1-1/2"] 40mm [1-5/8"] 40mm [1-5/8"] 36mm [1-1/2"] 36mm [1-1/2"]

MBS Tonnes 92.9 MT 96.7 MT 102.0 MT 91.2 MT 97.6 MT

KG/100 M 76.9 Kg 87.0  Kg 86.3 Kg 570.0 Kg 570.0 Kg

Size 40mm [1-5/8"] 44mm [1-3/4"] 44mm [1-3/4"] 40mm [1-5/8"] 40mm [1-5/8"]
MBS Tonnes 116.0 MT 115.0 MT 125.0 MT 113.0 MT 121.0 MT

KG/100 M 97.0 Kg 105.0 Kg 103.0 Kg 704.0 Kg 704.0 Kg

Size 44mm [1-3/4"] 48mm [2"] 48mm [2"] 44mm [1-3/4"] 44mm [1-3/4"]

MBS Tonnes 137.0 MT 134.0 MT 149.0 MT 136.0 MT 146.0 MT

KG/100 M 117.0 Kg 124.0 Kg 126.0 Kg 851.0 Kg 851.0 Kg

Mooring Lines Comparative Data Section

Primary Mooring

Line Comparison

Samson to wire by:

size, strength

and weight

Amsteel-Blue Force-8 DPX-75 Wire Rope Wire Rope

6 x 36 W.S.IRWC 6 x 36 W.S.IRWC
IPS-Grade B EIPS-Grade C

Primary Mooring

Line Strength

Comparison

Dia. Inches Dia. mm SRT MBS ISO/BS EN919 SRT MBS ISO/BS EN919 SRT MBS ISO/BS EN919 SRT MBS ISO/BS EN919

1-1/8" 28mm 60.4 MT 67.1 MT 51.3 MT 56.6 MT 51.3 MT 56.7 MT 31.3 MT 34.7 MT

1-1/4" 30mm  67.5 MT 75.0 MT 57.7 MT 64.0 MT 61.2 MT 68.0 MT 39.4 MT 43.8 MT

1-5/16" 32mm 75.2 MT 83.5 MT 64.7 MT 71.9 MT 67.6 MT 74.8 MT 47.2 MT 52.4 MT

1-3/8" 34mm 83.9 MT 93.2 MT 68.9 MT 76.6 MT 75.7 MT 83.9 MT 48.8 MT 54.2 MT

1-1/2" 36mm 92.9 MT 103.0 MT 80.0 MT 88.9 MT 85.7 MT 95.3 MT 56.7 MT 63.0 MT

1-5/8" 40mm  116.0 MT 128.0 MT 96.7 MT 107.0 MT 102.0 MT 113.0 MT 63.5 MT 70.6 MT

1-3/4" 44mm  137.0 MT 152.0 MT 115.0 MT 127.0 MT 125.0 MT 138.0 MT 86.0 MT 95.5 MT

Size Amsteel-Blue Force-8 DPX-75 Proton® 8

Strengths shown in Metric Tonnes

“The lines are extremely

lightweight compared to

the steel wire ropes they

replaced, making it easy

for crew and terminal

personnel to handle.”
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P-7 Pendants for Primary Mooring Lines

Samson suggests the use of braided Mooring Master P-7

(100% polyester) for primary mooring line pendants. The

efficient design of P-7 pendants allows significant size and

weight advantages over conventional 8-braid pendants; higher

strengths can allow "down-sizing." P-7 mooring pendants meet

the recommendations of OCIMF.

P-7 mooring pendants provide the energy absorption to minimize ship

excursion in a mooring system, while holding up to the abuse of being

dragged on piers and working on rough mooring hooks, cleats and

bollards. P-7 has braided polyester strength members covered by a heavy-

duty polyester jacket. The core provides the superior flex fatigue resistance

for maximum service life, while the polyester jacket provides the protection

necessary in rough working environments. P-7 pendants are available in

single leg and strop configurations and can be connected to the primary

mooring line by cow-hitching the soft eyes or with a mandel shackle.

Single Leg:

Standard length is 11M OAL with a 2M

soft eye one end and a 1M soft eye the other
end. The vertex and splice area are urethane

coated for added wear protection.

P-7 Single Leg

Pendants

Sizing of P-7 Single Leg Pendants to AmSteel-Blue Mooring Line sizes

based on OCIMF pendant strength requirements

AmSteel-Blue Mooring Lines
Size Size AmSteel-Blue OCIMF Required Required P-7 Single Leg P-7 Single Leg Approx. Weight/Unit

Dia. Inches Dia. mm MBS Tonnes Pendant MBS Tonnes Rope Size MBS Tonnes Lbs. Kg

1" 24mm 44.5 MT 55.6 MT 1-7/8" 46mm 60.3 MT 65 lbs. 29.5 Kg

1-1/16" 26mm 53.6 MT 66.9 MT 2" 48mm 64.6 MT 70 lbs. 31.8 Kg

1-1/8" 28mm 60.4 MT 75.4 MT 2-1/8" 52mm 77.6 MT 75 lbs. 34.0 Kg

1-5/16" 32mm 75.2 MT 94.1 MT 2-3/8" 56mm 96.9 MT 85 lbs. 38.6 Kg
1-1/2" 36mm 92.9 MT 116.3 MT 2-5/8" 64mm 118.0 MT 110 lbs. 49.9 Kg

1-5/8" 40mm 116.0 MT 144.6 MT 3" 72mm 153.0 MT 140 lbs. 63.5 Kg

1-3/4" 44mm 137.0 MT 171.3 MT See Strop See Strop See Strop

P-7 Strop

Pendants

Sizing of P-7 Strop Pendants to AmSteel-Blue Mooring Line sizes

based on OCIMF pendant strength requirements

AmSteel-Blue Mooring Lines OCIMF Required P-7 Rope P-7 Single Leg P-7 Strop
Size Size Required Pendant Size for Strop Pendant MBS Pendant MBS Approx. Weight/Unit

Dia. Inches Dia. mm MBS Tonnes Configuration Tonnes Tonnes Lbs. Kg

1" 24mm 55.6 MT 1-1/2" 36mm 38.8 MT 62.1 MT    70 lbs. 31.8 Kg

1-1/16" 26mm 66.9 MT 1-5/8" 40mm 45.2 MT 72.3 MT    80 lbs. 36.3 Kg

1-1/8" 28mm 75.4 MT 1-3/4" 44mm 52.8 MT 84.5 MT    90 lbs. 40.8 Kg

1-5/16" 32mm 94.1 MT 1-7/8" 46mm 60.3 MT 96.5 MT  100 lbs. 45.4 Kg

1-1/2" 36mm 116.3 MT 2-1/8" 52mm 77.6 MT 124.0 MT  120 lbs. 54.4 Kg

1-5/8" 40mm 144.6 MT 2-1/4" 56mm 87.3 MT 140.0 MT  135 lbs. 61.2 Kg

1-3/4" 44mm 171.3 MT 2-1/2" 60mm 108.0 MT 173.0 MT  160 lbs. 72.6 Kg

Strop:

Standard length is 11M OAL with 2M
and 1M soft eyes formed by way of lashings.

The body of the strop is lashed together
3M in from each eye lashing.

P-7 Mooring

Pendants

Product Code:  709

Mooring Master P-7
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Secondary Mooring Lines

Secondary

Mooring

Line Strength

Comparison

Size Size
Dia. Inches Dia. mm SRT MBS ISO/BS EN919 SRT MBS ISO/BS EN919 SRT MBS ISO/BS EN919

1-5/8" 40mm 63.5 MT 70.6 MT 29.4 MT 32.7 MT - -

1-3/4" 44mm 86.0 MT 95.5 MT 34.3 MT 38.1 MT - -

2" 48mm 108.0 MT 120.0 MT 41.6 MT 46.3 MT - -

2-1/8" 52mm 126.0 MT 140.0 MT 49.0 MT 54.4 MT - -

2-1/4" 56mm 143.0 MT 159.0 MT 56.7 MT 63.1 MT - -

2-1/2" 60mm 180.0 MT 200.0 MT 64.9 MT 72.1 MT 53.1 MT 59.0 MT

2-5/8" 64mm 198.0 MT 219.0 MT 71.4 MT 79.4  MT 59.2 MT 65.8 MT

2-3/4" 68mm 212.0 MT 236.0 MT 83.3 MT 92.5 MT 64.1 MT 71.2 MT

3" 72mm 246.0 MT 273.0 MT 89.8 MT 99.8 MT 73.5 MT 81.6 MT

Strengths shown

in Metric Tonnes

Tenex-Tec is a twelve-strand Samthane coated, high tenacity polyester single braid that offers high strength, low

stretch and outstanding abrasion resistance. Tenex-Tec makes an excellent mooring line stopper because during its

initial use, the design will flex-conform to the specific mooring line rope construction and improve its holding

capability. As Tenex-Tec wears, its COF increases even more. It should only be used with synthetic fiber secondary

mooring lines, or mooring lines not on winches. Tenex-TEC should not be used on high performance synthetic ropes

that have external outer fibers of low coefficient of friction material such as Dyneema fiber.

Tenex – TEC

Secondary

Mooring Line

Stopper

Size Weight Lbs. SRT ISO/BS EN919 Size Weight Lbs. STR ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Strength/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Tonnes Strength/Tonnes

1-1/4" 55.0 lbs. 55,800 lbs. 62,000 lbs. 30mm 81.9 Kg 25.3 MT 28.1 MT

Stopper Strength Comparison

Proton® 8 Round Plait SSR-1200 Round Plait PNX

Product Code:  825
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Tug Assist / Maneuvering Lines

Samson offers specific products to meet the needs of varying tug designs and bollard pulls for

conventional or Tractor Tugs Assist/Maneuvering Lines that are worked off drums or H-bitts.

Our Sales and Engineering groups can assist by supplying detailed engineered solutions to improve rope

performance and safety.

When working with H-bitts:

Slippage and the effect of heat build up are critical factors when working with H-bitts. The main rope for use on

H-bitts should have an outer working sur face of polyester to provide the holding friction and heat protection

necessary when surging the rope. To minimize the working line weight and maximize the wear of the shipboard

connecting end, a floating light weight AmSteel-Blue pendant can be utilized.

For drum working lines:

Since gripping and heat resistance are not as critical, the higher strength and lighter weight of an all–Dyneema rope

provide the best per formance. These ropes are also used with a replaceable connecting pendant to insure

maximum service life of the main working line.

Drum

Working Line

Comparison

Size Size AmSteel-Blue Neutron-8
Dia. Inches Dia. mm Kg/100M MBS Tonnes Kg/100M MBS Tonnes

6" 48mm 130.0 Kg 155.0 MT 134.0 Kg 184.0 MT

7" 56mm 173.0 Kg 219.0 MT 169.0 Kg 223.0 MT

8" 64mm 249.0 Kg 270.0 MT 230.0 Kg 296.0 MT

9" 72mm 307.0 Kg 339.0 MT 301.0 Kg 379.0 MT

10" 80mm 357.0 Kg 411.0 MT 353.0 Kg 453.0 MT

H-bitt

Working Line

Comparison

Size Size Proton® 8 Round Plait SSR-1200
Dia. Inches Dia. mm Kg/100M MBS Tonnes Kg/100M MBS Tonnes

6" 48mm 147.0 Kg 108.0 MT 152.0 Kg 41.6 MT

7" 56mm 186.0 Kg 143.0 MT 202.0 Kg 56.7 MT

8" 64mm 257.0 Kg 198.0 MT 262.0 Kg 71.4 MT

9" 72mm 294.0 Kg 246.0 MT 344.0 Kg 89.8 MT

10" 80mm 378.0 Kg 285.0 MT 426.0 Kg 110.0 MT

“For over a year now we

have subjected Proton® 8

to the most severe service

that a towboat engaged in

the dredging business can

dish out… The light

weight, strength and

proven durability of

Proton 8 make it by far, the

best line we have used for

our business.”
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To ensure maximum service life of tug assist and maneuvering lines, Samson recommends the use of a single leg or

strop pendant.

The pendants will take the abuse of rough undressed chocks and bitts aboard the assisted vessel and allow the main assist
lines to be maintained. The pendants can be connected by way of cow-hitching the 1 meter soft eye of the single leg or the
strop to the main line soft eye. The strop configuration can be readjusted to share the wear over the strop length.

To protect the pendants, our Pro-Gard™ Eye Protectors for the pendant eyes can be easily installed in the field or at time of
order—refer to page (35).

Tug Assist / Maneuvering Line Pendants

AmSteel-Blue

Strop Pendant

Configuration

AmSteel-Blue

Single-Leg Pendant

Configuration

Single Leg Pendant configuration:

Standard overall length is 15.2M
(50 FT.) with a 1M (3 Ft.) soft eye,

for mating to main line, and a 2M
(6 Ft.) soft eye for shipboard connection.

Single Leg Strop configuration:

Standard overall length is 15.2M (50 Ft.).

Strop strengths are 1.6 x single leg
rope strengths.

Rope Size Rope Size Approx. Strop SRT Rope Size Strop Wt. SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Wt. Per Unit/Lbs. MBS/Lbs. Dia. mm Per Unit/KG MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 41.0 lbs. 238,000 lbs. 30mm 18.6  Kg 108.0 MT 120.0 MT

1-5/16" 4" 48.0 lbs. 265,000 lbs. 32mm 21.8  Kg 120.0 MT 134.0 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 60.0 lbs. 328,000 lbs. 36mm 27.2  Kg 149.0 MT 165.0 MT

1-5/8" 5" 78.0 lbs. 408,000 lbs. 40mm 35.4  Kg 186.0 MT 205.0 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 93.0 lbs. 482,000 lbs. 44mm 42.2  Kg 219.0 MT 243.0 MT

2" 6" 111.0 lbs. 549,000 lbs. 48mm 50.4  Kg 248.0 MT 277.0 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 134.0 lbs. 658,000 lbs. 52mm 60.8  Kg 298.0 MT 331.0 MT

2-1/4" 7" 153.0 lbs. 773,000 lbs. 56mm 69.4  Kg 350.0 MT 390.0 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 186.0 lbs. 847,000 lbs. 60mm 84.4  Kg 384.0 MT 427.0 MT

2-5/8" 8" 214.0 lbs. 953,000 lbs. 64mm 97.1  Kg 432.0 MT 480.0 MT

Size Size Approx. Wt. SRT Size Approx. Wt. SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per Unit/ Lbs. MBS/Lbs. Dia. mm Per  Unit/KG MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 39.0 lbs. 205,000 lbs. 36mm 17.7 Kg 92.9 MT 103.0 MT

1-5/8" 5" 51.0 lbs. 255,000 lbs. 40mm 23.1 Kg 116.0 MT 128.0 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 61.0 lbs. 302,000 lbs. 44mm 27.7 Kg 137.0 MT 152.0 MT

2" 6" 73.0 lbs. 343,000 lbs. 48mm 33.1 Kg 155.0 MT 173.0 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 89.0 lbs. 411,000 lbs. 52mm 40.4 Kg 186.0 MT 207.0 MT

2-1/4" 7" 102.0 lbs. 483,000 lbs. 56mm 46.3 Kg 219.0 MT 244.0 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 126.0 lbs. 529,000 lbs. 60mm 57.2 Kg 240.0 MT 267.0 MT

2-5/8" 8" 145.0 lbs. 596,000 lbs. 64mm 65.8 Kg 270.0 MT 300.0 MT

2-3/4" 8-1/2" 166.0 lbs. 662,000 lbs. 68mm 75.3 Kg 300.0 MT 333.0 MT

3" 9" 187.0 lbs. 748,000 lbs. 72mm 84.8 Kg 339.0 MT 377.0 MT

3-1/4" 10" 245.0 lbs. 906,000 lbs. 80mm 111.0 Kg 411.0 MT 457.0 MT

Strop to main line connection.

Eye-to-eye single leg connection.



“For over a year now we have subjected Proton® 8 to

the most severe service that a towboat engaged in the

dredging business can dish out. It has been bent around

bitts, cleats, threaded through the bullnose and exposed

to burning from capstan surge.  We have doubled it and

used it as a strap, exposed it to severe shock and have even

used it to tie up dockside subjecting it to abrasion from

facilities in various states of disrepair. A close inspection

reveals that the core fibers are in excellent condition

while the outer fibers are worn but still very much intact.

The original line is still in use daily. The light weight,

strength and proven durability of Proton 8 make it by far,

the best line we have used for our business.”

18 SAMS ON

Samson Engineered

Solutions:

putting the strength of Samson

research and development to

work on real world problems.

At Samson, the traditionally lab based function of
research and development is supplemented with real
world experience: bringing the empirical in direct
contact with the scientific. Sales and engineering work
together not just to adapt an existing product to a
customers problem, but, if necessar y, to develop new
products and new solutions to operational problems.
That’s application engineering.

Projects are assigned an application engineer to
assist in analyzing the problem and assess possible
solutions. Is there an existing product that fits the
requirements? Research and development identifies
potential fibers or combinations of fibers in specific
constructions that could be applied as solutions.
All products are fully evaluated and tested to ensure

per formance.

The head of research

and development at

Samson can be found at

the site of the problem

as often as he’s found in

the lab, making certain

the product is performing

to expectations.

When products are installed, Samson’s application
engineer is there to assist. Training crews to inspect
the rope, what to look for, and how to evaluate it while
in use is a critical par t of making cer tain the rope
per forms as expected. Even providing retirement
criteria and documentation. It’s all par t of the process
of developing the best solution to real world problems.
It’s all par t of the strength of Samson.

The results are products proven to out perform the
alternatives and contribute directly to significant savings
in operational costs. Products developed as solutions to
operational problems.

In par tnership with the customer, Samson assisted in
developing training and testing programs to aid in the
creation of:

• Inspection and retirement guidelines
• Specific rope manuals for ships, crews, vessel
operations management, and purchasing

• Product information and safety handling guidelines

Proton 8

Not ever y tug operating today employs the

high bollard pull or new winch machinery of

modern tractor tugs. There are many tugs

which need to work off H-bitts. Unfor tu-

nately, small diameter Dyneema HMPE fiber

ropes such as Amsteel-Blue have too low

a coefficient of friction to properly grip an

H-bitt during tug work. Yet to reach the necessary strengths to work these tugs, large

diameter, and heavy polyester or polyester/polypro “combo” have been in use. To

handle these huge lines, several crew members must be used in deployment and

retrieval. To control escalating costs and reduce crew rope handling injuries, a new

“combo” rope – Proton 8 was developed.

Tug Assist Rope Problems

Samson Engineered Solutions:
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THE PROBLEM

Meet the demand for a lightweight, high strength; low water absorption braided torque-free

construction tug and barge working rope.

1. Conventional polyester or polyester/polypro “combo” ropes are readily available and
inexpensive on initial capital purchase price. However these false cost savings do not
adequately address safety and performance concerns

• Too dif ficult to handle and store onboard tug

• Absorb water making them heavier after first use

• Require more than one crew member to deploy and retrieve due to high weight and diameter

• Require a large diameter to reach necessary strength to handle ships; based on tug bollard
pull ratings

• Wear very quickly due to their poor abrasion and cut resistance proper ties and poor
UV resistance

THE SOLUTION

Marr y the high strength, excellent cycle loading performance proper ties of Dyneema synthetic fiber
with the necessary higher coefficient of friction properties of polyester. Proton 8 provides a strand
surface of high heat resistance and high grip of polyester. Yet the majority of the rope design is
Dyneema SK-75 HMPE fiber which provides the necessar y properties needed to create a light-
weight, small diameter working rope.

1. Strength and performance
• Proton 8 is over twice the strength of a comparable size 100% polyester rope.

It is four times the strength of a comparable size polyester/polypro “combo” rope
• Proton 8 has much less elastic elongation than either rope.
• Proton 8 has proven to have the “gripping” proper ties of a 100% polyester rope,

making it an excellent replacement for H-bitt work. (By “down-sizing” from polyester or
polyester/polypro “combo” ropes, the tug operator can also get more wraps on his
capstan winch or H-bitt than the larger diameter conventional ropes.)

2. Safety
• Proton 8 allows the tug operator to “down-size” to a lighter weight smaller diameter rope.

The flexible 8-strand torque-free construction is “user-friendly” during deployment and
retrieval. This all adds up to less rope related handling injuries.

• As a secondary tanker mooring line, the high strength in a small diameter size means
less crew handling injuries during deployment and retrieval.

• Proton-8 has very low water absorption – leading to less lifting and back injuries.

3. Economic savings from rope performance:
• Safety benefits can be difficult to quantify. However, they remain key components

in the “bottom line” profitability of a tug operator. Proton 8 will lead to less rope
handling injuries.

• The cut and abrasion resistance of Proton 8 makes it an excellent candidate for
extremely tough applications such as dredge and marine construction applications.

samsonrope.com
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“The AmSteel-Blue lines have been in service aboard our vessels for seven years, with very successful

results. The lines are extremely lightweight compared to the steel wire ropes they replaced, making it

easy for crew and terminal personnel to handle. This has resulted in a significant decline in injuries

attributed to the mooring process.  The lighter weight has also contributed to quicker mooring and

unmooring times. The AmSteel-Blue lines require little maintenance, and are proving to be quite

robust in service life with little if any loss of strength. In fact, we anticipate their useful service life to

be several times greater than steel wire ropes.”

The high number and cost of mooring related injuries caused a leading

worldwide oil/gas marine transport company to search for an alternative

to wire rope. With a large fleet and many crew members, it was in their

best interest to provide a better mooring solution.

Wire Rope Mooring Problems

AmSteel-Blue

THE PROBLEM(S)

1. Wire rope causes major safety problems to a ship mooring operation:
• Crew injuries due to high weight and inflexibility of the mooring line

2. Wire rope has many “hidden” operational costs:
• Constant re-lubrication is environmentally unsound, highly regulated & costly
• Short service life – cannot handle severe bending radii and has low cycle
loading properties

• Environmental damage and abrasion damage to ship’s hardware

• Higher repair/maintenance costs – cannot be repaired or re-terminated
without mechanical equipment

• Requires more crew members at each mooring operation “station”

3. Industry Guidelines and Mooring Regulations:
• Most terminals and shipping companies refer to their trade organization
OCIMF (Oil Companies International Marine Forum) for mooring guidelines.
At the time of this investigation into a wire rope replacement mooring line,
synthetic lines had not yet been “approved” for recommendation by OCIMF.

Samson Engineered Solutions:
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THE SOLUTION

Samson worked with this customer for over five years of field testing and evaluations
to document and quantify the benefits of synthetic rope mooring systems. AmSteel-Blue
primar y mooring lines met the key criteria needed for justification of capital and
maintenance expense for the fleet.

1. Strength and performance
• Wire rope is the standard for both
• AmSteel-Blue provided a size for size replacement to wire rope with proven
per formance and reliability

2. Safety: Significant reduction in crew injuries over the last five years
• Hand injuries – no more wire rope fish-hooks
• Back injuries – AmSteel-Blue is only 1/7th the weight of an equal strength wire rope

3. Economic savings from rope performance:
Light weight handling provides faster mooring operation times
{up to 2/3rd reduction in time}

• With fewer crew personnel needed
• Significantly reduces the risk time frame for crew injury
• Reduced tug ship assist costs
• Translates into faster loading & of f-loading times – providing more sailing time /
possibly more trips

4. Durability of rope has lead to:
• 2 – 3 times (or more) the service life than wire rope

5. Significant reduction in cost of end-for-ending or termination time and costs
• Eliminates employment of spooling trucks and personnel
• New eyes can easily be re-spliced while on spool

6. Less damage to ship equipment
• Reduces repairs on winches, rollers, chocks
(no metal-to-metal damage caused by wire rope)

7. Environmental savings
• Eliminates fears of illegal discharge of chemicals from wire rope mooring line lube
into the sea and harbors

Samson research and development and application engineers worked directly with the operator for

five years field testing and documenting AmSteel-Blue as a direct replacement for wire rope

mooring systems. The resulting data allowed the operator’s committee to justify replacing all wire

mooring systems throughout their fleet. Getting the customer to approve of the product benefits

was only a part of the story.

The result was the publication in 2002 of the OCIMF manual – Guidelines on the Use of
High-Modulus Synthetic Fibr e Ropes as Mooring Lines on Large Tankers.  First Edition 2002

– Witherbys Publishing. Working jointly with the customer, terminals were presented information

and lines to facilitate the decision to allow tankers to use the new synthetic systems.

In this case, Samson assisted in obtaining OCIMF acceptance of

synthetic mooring lines as an approved alternative to wire rope.

samsonrope.com
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A 12-strand braided rope that has the wear resistance and strength of an all Polyester rope
with significantly less handling weight. This is accomplished through the unique design of a
plied yarn construction utilizing a combination of polyester fiber with our proprietary Ultra Blue
bi-polymer fiber in each yarn of the strand. Since the construction minimizes the amount of
polyester fiber and relies on the lightweight non water absorbing features of the Ultra Blue
fiber, it has significant dry weight and wet working weight advantages.

Round Plait SSR-1200™ has a smooth, non-rotational construction with an excellent
coef ficient of friction for working off H-bitts for Tug Assist Lines on conventional tugs
or tractor tugs without winch drums. A special marine finish is added to enhance
SSR-1200’s per formance.
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Class I Rope

Specific Gravity:

1.20

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 1.46%
20% ..... 2.58%
30% ..... 4.04%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
Round Plait/Class I Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
Round Plait/Class I Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Features:

• High wear resistance on H-bitts and capstans

• Excellent heat resistance for rendering on
H-bitts or capstans

• Firm smooth running flexibility
• 15-18% Lighter than all polyester ropes

 Applications:

• Secondary mooring lines

• Tug boat H-bitt working lines
• Barge/dredge working lines

• ATB working lines

ROUND PLAIT SSR-1200

SAMSON

Product Code:  416

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

3/4" 2-1/4" 16.0 lbs. 14,400 lbs. 18mm 23.8 Kg 6.5 MT 7.3 MT

7/8" 2-3/4" 24.0 lbs. 21,600 lbs. 22mm 35.7 Kg 9.8 MT 10.9 MT

1" 3" 27.0 lbs. 25,200 lbs. 24mm 40.2 Kg 11.4 MT 12.7 MT

1-1/8" 3-1/2" 35.0 lbs. 32,400 lbs. 28mm 52.1 Kg 14.7 MT 16.3 MT

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 39.0 lbs. 37,800 lbs. 30mm 58.0 Kg 17.1 MT 19.1 MT

1-5/16" 4" 47.0 lbs. 43,200 lbs. 32mm 69.9 Kg 19.6 MT 21.8 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 60.0 lbs. 54,000 lbs. 36mm 89.3 Kg 24.5 MT 27.2 MT

1-5/8" 5" 72.0 lbs. 64,800 lbs. 40mm 107.0 Kg 29.4 MT 32.7 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 84.0 lbs. 75,600 lbs. 44mm 125.0 Kg 34.3 MT 38.1 MT

2" 6" 102.0 lbs. 91,800 lbs. 48mm 152.0 Kg 41.6 MT 46.3 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 120.0 lbs. 108,000 lbs. 52mm 179.0 Kg 49.0 MT 54.4 MT

2-1/4" 7" 136.0 lbs. 125,000 lbs. 56mm 202.0 Kg 56.7 MT 63.0 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 150.0 lbs. 143,000 lbs. 60mm 223.0 Kg 64.9 MT 72.1 MT

2-5/8" 8" 176.0 lbs. 158,000 lbs. 64mm 262.0 Kg 71.4 MT 79.4 MT

2-3/4" 8-1/2" 199.0 lbs. 184,000 lbs. 68mm 296.0 Kg 83.3 MT 92.5 MT

3" 9" 231.0 lbs. 198,000 lbs. 72mm 344.0 Kg 89.8 MT 99.8 MT

3-1/4" 10" 286.0 lbs. 243,000 lbs. 80mm 426.0 Kg 110.0 MT 122.0 MT

3-5/8" 11" 342.0 lbs. 306,000 lbs. 88mm 509.0 Kg 139.0 MT 154.0 MT

4" 12" 413.0 lbs. 369,000 lbs. 96mm 615.0 Kg 167.0 MT 186.0 MT

Round Plait

ROUND PLAIT SSR-1200:  Our best blended rope, a 12-strand

braid with the wear resistance and strength of an all polyester rope with

significantly less handling weight.
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SAMSON ROPE TECHNOLOGIES

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

3/4" 2-1/4" 18.8 lbs. 15,700 lbs. 18mm 28.0 Kg 7.1 MT 7.9 MT

7/8" 2-3/4" 28.1 lbs. 23,600 lbs. 22mm 41.8 Kg 10.7 MT 11.9 MT

1" 3" 35.1 lbs. 27,500 lbs. 24mm 52.2 Kg 12.5 MT 13.8 MT

1-1/8" 3-1/2" 41.1 lbs. 35,300 lbs. 28mm 61.2 Kg 16.0 MT 17.8 MT

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 45.8 lbs. 41,200 lbs. 30mm 68.2 Kg 18.7 MT 20.8 MT

1-5/16" 4" 54.9 lbs. 47,100 lbs. 32mm 81.7 Kg 21.4 MT 23.7 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 71.0 lbs. 58,900 lbs. 36mm 106.0 Kg 26.7 MT 29.7 MT

1-5/8" 5" 84.8 lbs. 70,700 lbs. 40mm 126.0 Kg 32.1 MT 35.6 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 98.7 lbs. 82,400 lbs. 44mm 147.0 Kg 37.4 MT 41.5 MT

2" 6" 120.0 lbs. 99,900 lbs. 48mm 179.0 Kg 45.3 MT 50.3 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 141.0 lbs. 118,000 lbs. 52mm 210.0 Kg 53.5 MT 59.4 MT

2-1/4" 7" 160.0 lbs. 136,000 lbs. 56mm 238.0 Kg 61.6 MT 68.5 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 188.0 lbs. 159,000 lbs. 60mm 280.0 Kg 72.3 MT 80.3 MT

2-5/8" 8" 207.0 lbs. 176,000 lbs. 64mm 308.0 Kg 80.0 MT 88.9 MT

2-3/4" 8-1/2" 234.0 lbs. 200,000 lbs. 68mm 348.0 Kg 90.6 MT 101.0 MT

3" 9" 272.0 lbs. 230,000 lbs. 72mm 405.0 Kg 104.0 MT 116.0 MT

3-1/4" 10" 337.0 lbs. 278,000 lbs. 80mm 502.0 Kg 126.0 MT 140.0 MT

3-5/8" 11" 402.0 lbs. 338,000 lbs. 88mm 598.0 Kg 153.0 MT 170.0 MT

4" 12" 486.0 lbs. 405,000 lbs. 96mm 723.0 Kg 184.0 MT 204.0 MT

RP12 Polyester™ has been a standard of per formance for years in the tug and mooring industr y.
The firm strand and smooth construction of this product with low elongation/high tenacity polyester
fiber create a durable work horse that has excellent flex-fatigue life.

The round plait construction allows a conforming surface contact with an all polyester fiber content
that creates high heat resistance and excellent rendering capabilities while giving positive working
control. For installing eye splices, Round Plait Polyester is easily tuck spliced as are all other Round
Plait constructions.

Class I Rope

Specific Gravity:

1.38

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 1.7%
20% ..... 2.7%
30% ..... 3.9%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
Round Plait/Class I Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
Round Plait/Class I Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

ROUND PLAIT POLYESTER

SAMSON

Product Code:  402

Features:

• High heat and wear resistance

• Low elastic or working elongation
• High strength

• Excellent working flexibility

Applications:

• Tug H-bitt working lines

• ATB working lines
• Mooring pendants

Round Plait RO
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ROUND PLAIT POLYESTER:   A durable 12-strand work horse

with excellent flex-fatigue life.
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samsonrope.com

This working or mooring line uses Samson’s Round Plait construction to provide better wear
characteristics than 8-strand ropes. Our proprietary blue olefin bi-polymer yarn pr ovides
35-40% higher strength than a conventional olefin rope. The Ultra Blue fiber enhances the
gripping capability by developing distinct outer surface fuzz that also acts as a wear protector
for the subsur face fibers.
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Features:

• High strength floating line

• Flexible non rotational construction
• Firm strand formation for maximum

wear resistance
• Good UV resistance

  Applications:

• Floating emergency barge trailer lines

• Mooring lines
• Tug and barge tie-up lines

ROUND PLAIT ULTRA BLUE:  Proprietary bi-polymer olefin in

a firm, round 12-strand with more than twice the wear life of standard polypropylene.

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

5/8" 2" 9.5 lbs. 8,600 lbs. 16mm 14.1 Kg 3.9 MT 4.3 MT

3/4" 2-1/4" 12.5 lbs. 12,200 lbs. 18mm 18.6 Kg 5.5 MT 6.1 MT

7/8" 2-3/4" 17.0 lbs. 18,000 lbs. 22mm 25.3 Kg 8.2 MT 9.1 MT

1" 3" 23.3 lbs. 22,500 lbs. 24mm 34.7 Kg 10.2 MT 11.3 MT

1-1/8" 3-1/2" 25.5 lbs. 24,300 lbs. 28mm 37.9 Kg 11.0 MT 12.2 MT

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 35.0 lbs. 34,200 lbs. 30mm 52.1 Kg 15.5 MT 17.2 MT

1-5/16" 4" 38.0 lbs. 38,700 lbs. 32mm 56.5 Kg 17.6 MT 19.5 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 44.0 lbs. 42,300 lbs. 36mm 65.5 Kg 19.2 MT 21.3 MT

1-5/8" 5" 54.0 lbs. 54,900 lbs. 40mm 80.4 Kg 24.9 MT 27.7 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 64.0 lbs. 65,700 lbs. 44mm 95.2 Kg 29.8 MT 33.1 MT

2" 6" 74.0 lbs. 76,500 lbs. 48mm 110.0 Kg 34.7 MT 38.6 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 87.0 lbs. 85,500 lbs. 52mm 130.0 Kg 38.8 MT 43.1 MT

2-1/4" 7" 101.0 lbs. 99,000 lbs. 56mm 150.0 Kg 44.9 MT 49.9 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 117.0 lbs. 117,000 lbs. 60mm 174.0 Kg 53.1 MT 59.0 MT

2-5/8" 8" 133.0 lbs. 131,000 lbs. 64mm 198.0 Kg 59.2 MT 65.8 MT

2-3/4" 8 1/2" 148.0 lbs. 141,000 lbs. 68mm 220.0 Kg 64.1 MT 71.2 MT

3" 9" 180.0 lbs. 162,000 lbs. 72mm 268.0 Kg 73.5 MT 81.6 MT

3-1/4" 10" 215.0 lbs. 204,000 lbs. 80mm 320.0 Kg 92.7 MT 103.0 MT

3-5/8" 11" 250.0 lbs. 239,000 lbs. 88mm 372.0 Kg 108.0 MT 120.0 MT

4" 12" 297.0 lbs. 284,000 lbs. 96mm 442.0 Kg 129.0 MT 143.0 MT

Class I Rope

Specific Gravity:

.94

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 1.31%
20% ..... 2.27%
30% ..... 3.27%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
Round Plait/Class I Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
Round Plait/Class I Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

ROUND PLAIT ULTRA BLUE

SAMSON

Product Code:  333

Round Plait
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SAMSON ROPE TECHNOLOGIES

The firm Round Plait construction with alternating yarns of high tenacity polyester and Ultra Blue fiber
in each strand create an extremely light weight, durable product. Samson Pro-Gard marine finish is
applied to further enhance long term durability and flexibility of the PNX construction.

The smooth construction allows even surface wear and the ease of using a standard tuck splice
for eye splices.

Class I Rope

Specific Gravity:

.99

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 2.3%
20% ..... 3.1%
30% ..... 5.0%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
Round Plait/Class I Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
Round Plait/Class I Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

ROUND PLAIT PNX

SAMSON

Product Code:  415

Features:

• Floating non rotational combination rope

• Good UV resistance

• Excellent Flex and wear resistance

Applications:

• Mooring lines

• Tie-up lines
• Messenger pick up lines

Round Plait RO
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ROUND PLAIT PNX:   A floating 12-strand braided

non rotational rope with superior wear and handling characteristics.

Product Spotlight

Samson PNX design technology has been in constant use since the

1970’s. The working synergy of Ultra-Blue olefin fiber and polyester
create our most popular secondar y mooring line. Round Plait PNX is an

extremely popular mooring line for cruise ships, container ships, or
tankers. It works well on drums or on H-bitts.

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

2-1/2" 7 1/2" 119.0 lbs. 117,000 lbs. 60mm 177.0 Kg 53.1 MT 59.0 MT

2-5/8" 8" 133.0 lbs. 131,000 lbs. 64mm 198.0 Kg 59.2 MT 65.8 MT

2-3/4" 8 1/2" 154.0 lbs. 141,000 lbs. 68mm 229.0 Kg 64.1 MT 71.2 MT

3" 9" 178.0 lbs. 162,000 lbs. 72mm 265.0 Kg 73.5 MT 81.6 MT
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Double Braid

2-IN-1 STABLE BRAID:  A time proven, tough 100% polyester

double braid with excellent controlled working elongation.

Features:

• High wear and heat resistance

• Excellent Flex-Fatigue service life

• Firm flexibility
• Low working elongation

  Applications:

• Navy traction winch tow lines

• Constant tension winch mooring lines

• Secondary mooring lines
• Deep water anchoring or lifting lines

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1/4" 3/4" 2.1 lbs. 2,000 lbs. 6mm 3.1 Kg 0.9 MT 1.0 MT

5/16" 1" 3.2 lbs. 3,100 lbs. 8mm 4.8 Kg 1.4 MT 1.6 MT

3/8" 1-1/8" 4.5 lbs. 4,800 lbs. 9mm 6.7 Kg 2.2 MT 2.5 MT

7/16" 1-1/4" 6.1 lbs. 6,500 lbs. 11mm 9.1 Kg 2.9 MT 3.5 MT

1/2" 1-1/2" 8.2 lbs. 8,800 lbs. 12mm 12.2 Kg 4.0 MT 4.7 MT

9/16" 1-3/4" 11.0 lbs. 11,300 lbs. 14mm 16.4 Kg 5.1 MT 6.0 MT

5/8" 2" 14.0 lbs. 13,900 lbs. 16mm 20.8 Kg 6.3 MT 7.4 MT

3/4" 2-1/4" 18.0 lbs. 17,300 lbs. 18mm 26.8 Kg 7.8 MT 9.3 MT

7/8" 2-3/4" 27.1 lbs. 25,400 lbs. 22mm 40.3 Kg 11.5 MT 13.6 MT

1" 3" 34.0 lbs. 33,300 lbs. 24mm 50.6 Kg 15.1 MT 17.8 MT

1-1/8" 3-1/2" 45.3 lbs. 41,000 lbs. 28mm 67.4 Kg 18.6 MT 21.9 MT

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 53.9 lbs. 48,700 lbs. 30mm 80.2 Kg 22.1 MT 26.0 MT

1-5/16" 4" 60.8 lbs. 55,000 lbs. 32mm 90.5 Kg 24.9 MT 29.3 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 73.3 lbs. 63,800 lbs. 36mm 109.0 Kg 28.9 MT 34.1 MT

1-5/8" 5" 85.9 lbs. 74,100 lbs. 40mm 128.0 Kg 33.6 MT 39.6 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 104.0 lbs. 88,400 lbs. 44mm 155.0 Kg 40.1 MT 47.2 MT

2" 6" 124.0 lbs. 105,000 lbs. 48mm 185.0 Kg 47.6 MT 56.2 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 147.0 lbs. 123,000 lbs. 52mm 219.0 Kg 55.8 MT 65.8 MT

2-1/4" 7" 173.0 lbs. 141,000 lbs. 56mm 257.0 Kg 64.0 MT 75.3 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 196.0 lbs. 162,000 lbs. 60mm 292.0 Kg 73.5 MT 86.2 MT

2-5/8" 8" 225.0 lbs. 180,000 lbs. 64mm 335.0 Kg 81.6 MT 96.2 MT

2-3/4" 8-1/2" 246.0 lbs. 199,000 lbs. 68mm 366.0 Kg 90.3 MT 106.0 MT

3" 9" 300.0 lbs. 236,000 lbs. 72mm 446.0 Kg 107.0 MT 126.0 MT

3-1/4" 10" 375.0 lbs. 292,000 lbs. 80mm 558.0 Kg 132.0 MT 156.0 MT

3-5/8" 11" 450.0 lbs. 346,000 lbs. 88mm 670.0 Kg 157.0 MT 185.0 MT

4" 12" 525.0 lbs. 400,000 lbs. 96mm 781.0 Kg 181.0 MT 213.0 MT

4-1/4" 13" 589.0 lbs. 453,000 lbs. 104mm 877.0 Kg 205.0 MT 242.0 MT

4-5/8" 14" 689.0 lbs. 524,000 lbs. 112mm 1030.0 Kg 238.0 MT 279.0 MT

5" 15" 788.0 lbs. 593,000 lbs. 120mm 1170.0 Kg 269.0 MT 317.0 MT

Samson Parallay™ construction orients all fibers to the axis of the rope for maximum strength and
wear resistance. The braided core and cover both contribute to the strength and firm hand, while
remaining fully spliceable.

This product works ver y well on winch drums or has the non rotational flexibility to be faked on
deck for deep anchor deployment. It has shown its durability and stowage flexibility on traction
winch towing applications utilizing below deck rope lockers.

Stable Braid™ is a time proven, tough rope with excellent controlled working elongation.
Wet ser vice life is enhanced by the use of Pro-Gard™ marine finish.

Class I Rope

Specific Gravity:

1.38

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 1.1%
20% ..... 1.7%
30% ..... 2.7%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
Double Braid/Class I Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
Double Braid/Class I Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

2-IN-1 STABLE BRAID

Product Code:  506
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Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1/4" 3/4" 1.6 lbs. 2,000 lbs. 6mm 2.4 Kg 0.9 MT 1.0 MT

5/16" 1" 2.6 lbs. 2,900 lbs. 8mm 3.9 Kg 1.3 MT 1.5 MT

3/8" 1-1/8" 3.7 lbs. 4,200 lbs. 9mm 5.5 Kg 1.9 MT 2.2 MT

7/16" 1-1/4" 5.1 lbs. 5,600 lbs. 11mm 7.6 Kg 2.5 MT 3.0 MT

1/2" 1-1/2" 6.6 lbs. 7,300 lbs. 12mm 9.8 Kg 3.3 MT 3.9 MT

5/8" 2" 12.0 lbs. 12,900 lbs. 16mm 17.9 Kg 5.9 MT 6.9 MT

3/4" 2-1/4" 15.0 lbs. 16,000 lbs. 18mm 22.3 Kg 7.3 MT 8.5 MT

7/8" 2-3/4" 22.0 lbs. 24,700 lbs. 22mm 32.7 Kg 11.2 MT 13.2 MT

1" 3" 26.0 lbs. 30,600 lbs. 24mm 38.7 Kg 13.9 MT 16.3 MT

1-1/8" 3-1/2" 36.0 lbs. 38,300 lbs. 28mm 53.6 Kg 17.4 MT 20.4 MT

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 41.0 lbs. 44,200 lbs. 30mm 61.0 Kg 20.0 MT 23.6 MT

1-5/16" 4" 43.5 lbs. 50,400 lbs. 32mm 64.7 Kg 22.9 MT 26.9 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 60.0 lbs. 64,300 lbs. 36mm 89.3 Kg 29.2 MT 34.3 MT

1-5/8" 5" 74.0 lbs. 78,200 lbs. 40mm 110.0 Kg 35.5 MT 41.7 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 89.0 lbs. 96,100 lbs. 44mm 132.0 Kg 43.6 MT 51.4 MT

2" 6" 106.0 lbs. 111,000 lbs. 48mm 158.0 Kg 50.3 MT 59.4 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 124.0 lbs. 132,000 lbs. 52mm 185.0 Kg 59.8 MT 70.2 MT

2-1/4" 7" 144.0 lbs. 150,000 lbs. 56mm 214.0 Kg 68.0 MT 80.3 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 165.0 lbs. 172,000 lbs. 60mm 246.0 Kg 78.0 MT 91.6 MT

2-5/8" 8" 188.0 lbs. 196,000 lbs. 64mm 280.0 Kg 88.9 MT 104.0 MT

2-3/4" 8-1/2" 212.0 lbs. 218,000 lbs. 68mm 316.0 Kg 98.9 MT 117.0 MT

3" 9" 238.0 lbs. 243,000 lbs. 72mm 354.0 Kg 110.0 MT 130.0 MT

3-1/4" 10" 294.0 lbs. 289,000 lbs. 80mm 438.0 Kg 131.0 MT 154.0 MT

3-5/8" 11" 356.0 lbs. 353,000 lbs. 88mm 530.0 Kg 160.0 MT 188.0 MT

4" 12" 423.0 lbs. 425,000 lbs. 96mm 629.0 Kg 193.0 MT 227.0 MT

4-1/4" 13" 497.0 lbs. 479,000 lbs. 104mm 740.0 Kg 217.0 MT 256.0 MT

4-5/8" 14" 576.0 lbs. 549,000 lbs. 112mm 857.0 Kg 249.0 MT 293.0 MT

5" 15" 662.0 lbs. 622,000 lbs. 120mm 985.0 Kg 282.0 MT 332.0 MT

Double Braid 2-IN
-1 SU

PER STRO
N

G
™

2-IN-1 SUPER STRONG NYLON:  Double braided nylon

rope with high strength, high stretch and shock mitigation.

Features:

• High energy absorption/shock mitigation

• Excellent wear resistance
• Highly flexible – easy to handle

• High strength to weight ratio

  Applications:

• US Navy-Coast Guard mooring lines
• US Navy-Coast Guard tow lines

• Deep water buoy anchor lines
• Towed array stretch section line

Samson Parallay™ construction orients all fibers to the axis of the rope for maximum strength and
wear resistance. The braided core and cover both contribute to the strength and firm hand, while
remaining fully spliceable. This product works ver y well on capstans or has the non rotational
flexibility to be faked on deck for deep buoy anchor deployment. It has shown its durability and
stowage flexibility on traction winch towing applications utilizing below deck rope lockers.

Super Strong has a long histor y of reliable performance that has met the strength and energy
absorption requirements for diverse dynamic applications in the commercial marine industry.

Class I Rope

Specific Gravity:

1.14

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 3.0%
20% ..... 5.3%
30% ..... 6.7%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
Double Braid/Class I Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
Double Braid/Class I Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

2-IN-1 SUPER STRONG

Product Code:  472
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Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1-5/8" 5" 68.0 lbs. 61,200 lbs. 40mm 101.0 Kg 27.8 MT 30.8 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 78.4 lbs. 71,100 lbs. 44mm 117.0 Kg 32.3 MT 35.8 MT

2" 6" 99.0 lbs. 89,100 lbs. 48mm 147.0 Kg 40.4 MT 44.9 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 111.0 lbs. 99,000 lbs. 52mm 166.0 Kg 44.9 MT 49.9 MT

2-1/4" 7" 129.0 lbs. 113,000 lbs. 56mm 192.0 Kg 51.4 MT 57.2 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 156.0 lbs. 135,000 lbs. 60mm 232.0 Kg 61.2 MT 68.0 MT

2-5/8" 8" 170.0 lbs. 148,000 lbs. 64mm 253.0 Kg 66.9 MT 74.4 MT

3" 9" 221.0 lbs. 191,000 lbs. 72mm 328.0 Kg 86.5 MT 96.2 MT

3-1/4" 10" 263.0 lbs. 227,000 lbs. 80mm 391.0 Kg 103.0 MT 114.0 MT

3-5/8" 11" 327.0 lbs. 281,000 lbs. 88mm 486.0 Kg 127.0 MT 142.0 MT

4" 12" 397.0 lbs. 337,000 lbs. 96mm 591.0 Kg 153.0 MT 170.0 MT

SSR-1200™ is a non-rotational rope with an excellent coefficient of friction for working off
H-bitts for Tug Assist Lines on conventional tugs or tractor tugs without winch drums.
To minimize connection weight to the assisted ship, many operators use AmSteel-Blue
connection pendants for their light weight and high wear resistance.
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Class I Rope

Specific Gravity:

1.20

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 1.4%
20% ..... 2.8%
30% ..... 3.4%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
8-Strand/Class I Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
8-Strand/Class I Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Features:

• 20% less weight than an all
Polyester constructions

• Excellent strength with low working elongation

• Non rotational—Non Hockling

• Excellent wear and flexibility

 Applications:

• Secondar y Mooring Lines
• Tug Assist lines for use with H-bitts

• Barge tie-up lines

8-STRAND SSR-1200

SAMSON

Product Code:  263

8-STRAND SSR-1200:  A blended 8-strand with the wear  resistance

and strength of an all polyester rope but significantly less handling weight.

8-Strand
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3-strand SSR-1200™ will provide lower operating costs by providing longer ser vice life than
conventional blended fiber ropes. This is accomplished through a unique plied yarn construction
using a combination of polyester fiber and our proprietary Ultra Blue bi-polymer fiber in each yarn
of the strand formation. The combination minimizes the amount of polyester fiber and relies on
the light-weight, non water absorbing features of the Ultra Blue fiber.

Features:

• Equal strength and wear of an all Polyester rope

• 20% less weight than an all Polyester rope
• Low working elongation

• Excellent grip on H-bitts

Applications:

• Barge/dredge working lines

• Tug Assist Lines
• Tie-up lines

• Deck/handy lines

3-Strand 3-STRD
 SSR-1200

™

3-STRAND SSR-1200:  A blended rope with the wear resistance

and strength of an all polyester rope but significantly less handling weight.

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1" 3" 25.6 lbs. 22,900 lbs. 24mm 38.1 Kg 10.4  MT 11.5 MT

1-1/8" 3-1/2" 33.0 lbs. 29,500 lbs. 28mm 49.1 Kg 13.4  MT 14.9 MT

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 39.4 lbs. 35,100 lbs. 30mm 58.6 Kg 15.9  MT 17.7 MT

1-5/16" 4" 43.3 lbs. 38,700 lbs. 32mm 64.4 Kg 17.6  MT 19.5 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 56.2 lbs. 48,600 lbs. 36mm 83.6 Kg 22.0  MT 24.5 MT

1-5/8" 5" 68.0 lbs. 58,500 lbs. 40mm 101.0 Kg 26.5  MT 29.5 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 78.4 lbs. 67,500 lbs. 44mm 117.0 Kg 30.6  MT 34.0 MT

2" 6" 99.0 lbs. 84,600 lbs. 48mm 147.0 Kg 38.4  MT 42.6 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 111.0 lbs. 94,500 lbs. 52mm 166.0 Kg 42.9  MT 47.6 MT

2-1/4" 7" 129.0 lbs. 108,000 lbs. 56mm 192.0 Kg 49.0  MT 54.4 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 156.0 lbs. 128,000 lbs. 60mm 232.0 Kg 58.0  MT 64.4 MT

2-5/8" 8" 170.0 lbs. 140,000 lbs. 64mm 253.0 Kg 63.7  MT 70.8 MT

3" 9" 221.0 lbs. 182,000 lbs. 72mm 328.0 Kg 82.5  MT 91.6 MT

Class I Rope

Available in sizes 1/4” – 3-1/4” dia.

Specific Gravity:

1.20

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 1.5%
20% ..... 3.2%
30% ..... 4.0%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
3-Strand/Class I Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
3-Strand/Class I Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

3-STRAND SSR-1200

SAMSON

Product Code:  220
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Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1-5/8" 5" 52.6 lbs. 52,200 lbs. 40mm 78.3 Kg 23.7 MT 26.3 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 61.9 lbs. 62,100 lbs. 44mm 92.1 Kg 28.2 MT 31.3 MT

2" 6" 73.2 lbs. 73,800 lbs. 48mm 109.0 Kg 33.5 MT 37.2 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 86.6 lbs. 81,000 lbs. 52mm 129.0 Kg 36.7 MT 40.8 MT

2-1/4" 7" 101.0 lbs. 98,100 lbs. 56mm 150.0 Kg 44.5 MT 49.4 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 116.0 lbs. 113,000 lbs. 60mm 172.0 Kg 51.0 MT 56.7 MT

2-5/8" 8" 131.0 lbs. 126,000 lbs. 64mm 195.0 Kg 57.2 MT 63.5 MT

2-3/4" 8-1/2" 149.0 lbs. 142,000 lbs. 68mm 222.0 Kg 64.5 MT 71.7 MT

3" 9" 168.0 lbs. 158,000 lbs. 72mm 250.0 Kg 71.8 MT 79.8 MT

3-1/4" 10" 208.0 lbs. 194,000 lbs. 80mm 310.0 Kg 88.2 MT 98.0 MT

3-5/8" 11" 250.0 lbs. 231,000 lbs. 88mm 371.0 Kg 105.0 MT 117.0 MT

4" 12" 294.0 lbs. 275,000 lbs. 96mm 437.0 Kg 125.0 MT 138.0 MT

Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1" 3" 18.6 lbs. 20,300 lbs. 24mm 27.7 Kg 9.2 MT 10.3 MT

1-1/8" 3-1/2" 24.7 lbs. 23,900 lbs. 28mm 36.8 Kg 10.8 MT 12.1 MT

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 28.9 lbs. 29,700 lbs. 30mm 43.0 Kg 13.5 MT 15.0 MT

1-5/16" 4" 32.5 lbs. 33,300 lbs. 32mm 48.4 Kg 15.1 MT 16.8 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 41.2 lbs. 37,800 lbs. 36mm 61.3 Kg 17.1 MT 19.1 MT

1-5/8" 5" 52.6 lbs. 49,500 lbs. 40mm 78.3 Kg 22.5 MT 24.9 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 61.9 lbs. 58,500 lbs. 44mm 92.1 Kg 26.5 MT 29.5 MT

2" 6" 73.2 lbs. 70,200 lbs. 48mm 109.0 Kg 31.8 MT 35.4 MT

2-1/4" 7" 101.0 lbs. 92,700 lbs. 56mm 150.0 Kg 42.0 MT 46.7 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 116.0 lbs. 106,000 lbs. 60mm 172.0 Kg 48.2 MT 53.5 MT

2-5/8" 8" 131.0 lbs. 120,000 lbs. 64mm 195.0 Kg 54.3 MT 60.3 MT

3" 9" 168.0 lbs. 150,000 lbs. 72mm 250.0 Kg 68.2 MT 75.7 MT

8-STRAND ULTRA-BLUE:   Higher strength and more than

double the wear life of standard 8-strand polypropylene.

Product Code:  252

3-Strand

3-STRAND ULTRA BLUE:   Higher strength, better grip, and

longer service life than standard polypropylene ropes.

Product Code:  130

8-Strand

The Ultra Blue fiber enhances the grip by developing a distinct outer surface fuzz that acts as a wear protector

for the subsur face fibers. Ultra Blue fiber also has better UV proper ties than conventional olefin fibers.

Features:

• Superior strength to standard 8-strand
Polypropylene ropes

• Over twice the wear life of standard 8-strand
Polypropylene ropes

• Floating non rotational flexible construction

• Excellent Flex wear resistance

  Applications:

• Secondary Mooring Lines

• Barge/dredge working line
• Trailer tow lines

• Messenger & pick- up lines

Class I Rope

Available in sizes 1” – 4” diameter
Specific Gravity: .94
Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ........ 1.7%
20% ....... 3.5%
30% ....... 4.2%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
8-Strand/Class I Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
8-Strand/Class I Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

The Ultra Blue fiber enhances the gripping capability by developing a distinct initial outer surface fuzz that also acts

as a wear protector for the subsurface fibers. Its str ength and wear features allow downsizing to reduce handling
weight and improve efficiency. Potential rope related injuries during rope deployment or retrieval are minimized.

Features:

• Floating high strength bi-polymer rope

• Over twice the wear life of polypropylene

• Superior UV resistance to polypropylene

  Applications:

• Tie-up lines

• Floating trailer tow lines

• General deck and handylines

Class I Rope

Available in sizes 1/4” – 3-1/4” dia.
Specific Gravity: .94
Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ........ 2.0%
20% ....... 4.8%
30% ....... 6.8%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
3-Strand/Class I Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
3-Strand/Class I Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
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Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919
Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1-5/8" 5" 69.3 lbs. 68,000 lbs. 40mm 103.0 Kg 30.8 MT 34.3 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 86.5 lbs. 84,000 lbs. 44mm 129.0 Kg 38.1 MT 42.3 MT

2" 6" 99.0 lbs. 96,000 lbs. 48mm 147.0 Kg 43.5 MT 48.4 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 114.0 lbs. 109,000 lbs. 52mm 169.0 Kg 49.4 MT 54.9 MT

2-1/4" 7" 134.0 lbs. 130,000 lbs. 56mm 200.0 Kg 59.0 MT 65.5 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 155.0 lbs. 146,000 lbs. 60mm 231.0 Kg 66.2 MT 73.6 MT

2-5/8" 8" 175.0 lbs. 165,000 lbs. 64mm 260.0 Kg 74.8 MT 83.1 MT

2-3/4" 8-1/2" 197.0 lbs. 186,000 lbs. 68mm 293.0 Kg 84.4 MT 93.8 MT

3" 9" 219.0 lbs. 205,000 lbs. 72mm 326.0 Kg 93.0 MT 103.0 MT

3-1/4" 10" 275.0 lbs. 258,000 lbs. 80mm 409.0 Kg 117.0 MT 130.0 MT

3-5/8" 11" 325.0 lbs. 304,000 lbs. 88mm 484.0 Kg 138.0 MT 153.0 MT

4" 12" 396.0 lbs. 365,000 lbs. 96mm 589.0 Kg 166.0 MT 184.0 MT

4-1/4" 13" 464.0 lbs. 430,000 lbs. 104mm 690.0 Kg 195.0 MT 217.0 MT

4-5/8" 14" 542.0 lbs. 508,000 lbs. 112mm 806.0 Kg 230.0 MT 256.0 MT

5" 15" 615.0 lbs. 575,000 lbs. 120mm 915.0 Kg 261.0 MT 290.0 MT

5-1/4" 16" 703.0 lbs. 645,000 lbs. 128mm 1050.0 Kg 293.0 MT 325.0 MT

5-1/2" 17" 797.0 lbs. 698,000 lbs. 136mm 1190.0 Kg 317.0 MT 352.0 MT

6" 18" 896.0 lbs. 798,000 lbs. 144mm 1330.0 Kg 362.0 MT 402.0 MT

8-STRD
 PRO

-SET N
YLO
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™

8-STRAND PRO-SET NYLON:   100% nylon 8-strand, with full

life flexibility for ease of handling and splicing and excellent shock mitigation.

Product Code:  256

3-Strand

3-STRAND PRO-SET NYLON:  A premium four stage 100%

nylon rope.

Product Code:  170

3-STRD
 PRO

-SET N
YLO

N
™

8-Strand

Pro-Set Nylon™ uses only quality 100% nylon fibers that insure proper twist and lay tension and to eliminate
shrink hardening during use. The finished 4-stage construction rope stays flexible with firm strand formation to

maximize resistance to wear and minimize snagging during its ser vice life.

Features:

• High energy absorption

• Superior long term wet wear

• Non rotational balanced construction

 Applications:

• Tow/shock lines

• Mooring lines
• SBM lines

• Emergency tow lines

Class I Rope

Specific Gravity: 1.14
Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ........ 5.0%
20% ....... 10.2%
30% ....... 12.0%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
8-Strand/Class I Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
8-Strand/Class I Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

100% nylon fiber marine ropes which do not use substandard components provide longer service life with certified
strength. Pro-Set Nylon is a four-stage rope that allows full life flexibility for ease of handling and splicing.

Features:

• Good UV resistance and wet abrasion resistance

• High elasticity with excellent shock mitigation

• Balanced construction resists hockling

• Smooth consistent strand formation for
maximum wear life

Applications:

• Tie-up & mooring lines

• Shock & tow lines

• Anchor lines
• Deck lines

Class I Rope

Available in sizes 1/4” – 3-1/4” dia.

Specific Gravity:  1.14
Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ........ 5.5%
20% ....... 10.0%
30% ....... 12.1%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE & END FOR END SPLICE –
3-Strand/Class I Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919

Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1" 3" 26.0 lbs. 25,000 lbs. 24mm 38.7 Kg 11.3 MT 12.6 MT

1-1/16" 3-1/4" 29.0 lbs. 27,200 lbs. 26mm 43.2 Kg 12.3 MT 13.7 MT

1-1/8" 3-1/2" 34.0 lbs. 32,000 lbs. 28mm 50.6 Kg 14.5 MT 16.1 MT

1-1/4" 3-3/4" 40.0 lbs. 37,500 lbs. 30mm 59.5 Kg 17.0 MT 18.9 MT

1-5/16" 4" 45.0 lbs. 41,500 lbs. 32mm 67.0 Kg 18.8 MT 20.9 MT

1-1/2" 4-1/2" 55.0 lbs. 52,000 lbs. 36mm 81.9 Kg 23.6 MT 26.2 MT

1-5/8" 5" 66.5 lbs. 63,000 lbs. 40mm 99.0 Kg 28.6 MT 31.8 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 83.0 lbs. 78,000 lbs. 44mm 124.0 Kg 35.4 MT 39.3 MT

2" 6" 95.0 lbs. 89,000 lbs. 48mm 141.0 Kg 40.4 MT 44.9 MT

2-1/8" 6-1/2" 109.0 lbs. 101,000 lbs. 52mm 162.0 Kg 45.8 MT 50.9 MT

2-1/4" 7" 129.0 lbs. 121,000 lbs. 56mm 192.0 Kg 54.9 MT 61.0 MT

2-1/2" 7-1/2" 149.0 lbs. 135,000 lbs. 60mm 222.0 Kg 61.2 MT 68.0 MT

2-5/8" 8" 168.0 lbs. 153,000 lbs. 64mm 250.0 Kg 69.4 MT 77.1 MT

2-3/4" 8-1/2" 189.0 lbs. 173,000 lbs. 68mm 281.0 Kg 78.5 MT 87.2 MT

3" 9" 210.0 lbs. 190,000 lbs. 72mm 313.0 Kg 86.2 MT 95.8 MT
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3-Strand

Class I Rope

Specific Gravity:

1.14

Elastic Elongation Percentage:

At % of break strength
10% ...... 2.1%
20% ..... 3.5%
30% ..... 4.0%

Splicing Procedures Required:

• EYE SPLICE –
3-Strand/Class I Rope

• END FOR END SPLICE –
3-Strand/Class I Rope

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Features:

• Most cost ef fective Lockline available

• Gives long term smooth consistent checking

• Low working elongation for control
• Excellent flex and wear resistance

 Applications:

• Locklines

• Barge/tug mooring lines

Product Code:  226

3-STRAND SSR-301R:   The best Inland Waterways lockline available -

a smooth checking line with twice the wear life of standard lockline constructions.

The SSR-301R™ construction is the most long-term cost ef fective Lockline available. It is a light
weight, high strength, and consistently-smooth checking line with twice the wear life of standar d
Lockline constructions.

Three proprietar y components are combined in SSR-301R: Resistex lubricant is applied to the
internal strand core yarns and migrates outwardly under load to lubricate the sur face yarns;
Bi-polymer olefin fiber maximizes the weight to strength ratio; and integrated external yarn
construction of spun and filament polyester fiber. All three components work together to create
a light weight, highly heat resistant, consistently reliable Lockline with a long service life.

SSR-301R
Size Size Weight lbs. SRT Size Weight KG SRT ISO/BS EN919

Dia. Inches Circ. Inches Per 100 FT. MBS/lbs. Dia. mm Per 100 M MBS/Metric Tonnes Strength/Metric Tonnes

1-5/8" 5" 57.5 lbs. 46,800 lbs. 40mm 85.6 Kg 21.2 MT 23.6 MT

1-3/4" 5-1/2" 66.0 lbs. 55,500 lbs. 44mm 98.2 Kg 25.2 MT 28.0 MT

2" 6" 82.0 lbs. 64,000 lbs. 48mm 122.0 Kg 29.0 MT 32.3 MT
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 Rope Splicing

Product Total Short Fid
Code Fid size & Rope Dia. Fid Length Section Length
905 1-1/8" 12-1/4" 3"
905 1-1/4" 13-1/4" 3-1/4"
905 1-15/16" 14" 3-1/2"
905 1-1/2" 16" 4"
905 1-5/8" 17-1/2" 4-1/2"
905 1-3/4" 19" 4-3/4"
905 2" 21" 5-1/4"
905 2-1/8" 23" 5-3/4"
905 2-1/4" 25" 6"
905 2-1/2" 26" 6-1/2"
905 2-5/8" 28" 7"
905 2-3/4" 30" 7-1/2"
905 3" 32" 8"
905 3-1/4" 35" 8-3/4"

Tubular Fid & Pusher Wire Fid

Product Dimensions Total Short Fid Product
Code Fid size & Rope Dia. Fid Length Section Length Pusher Code
901 1/4" 5-1/2" 2-1/16" Small 913
901 5/16" 6-3/4" 2-1/2" Small 913
901 3/8" 7-3/4" 2-7/8" Small 913
901 7/16" 9-1/2" 3-9/16" Small 913
901 1/2" 11" 4-1/8" Small 913
901 9/16" 12-1/4" 3-5/8" Lar ge 914
901 5/8" 14" 4-1/8" Lar ge 914
901 3/4" 16" 4-3/4" Lar ge 914
901 7/8" 19" 4-3/4" Lar ge 914
901 1" 21" 5-1/4" Lar ge 914

*Dimensions
and Lengths are
to 1/2 scale

Short Section

Total Length

The most current and up-to-date splicing instructions

for products listed in the catalog are available online at:

www.samsonrope.com.

Requirements for design, engineering, and fabrication production of single ropes or complex ropes systems can be directed
to the Applications Engineering Group at: Samson Rope Technologies, 2090 Thornton Street, Ferndale, WA 98248

For splicing braided rope constructions, fids are utilized to perform the appropriate splice procedure

based on the class and type of braid construction.

The fids are used in making required measurements and in burying the rope during the splicing operation. Each diameter of
rope has a matching fid size and to insure that the required measurements are made cor rectly, the proper sized fid for the
rope size must be used in per forming a splice. There are two styles of fids of fered: Aluminum Tubular Fids and Wire Fids.
The Aluminum Tubular Fids are used by inser ting the end rope section into the fid while the Wire Fids are attached to the end
of the rope section. Tubular Fids are pushed through the rope with an appropriate sized pusher where Wire Fids are either fed
through the rope or pulled through by attaching a feed line.

The Samson Splicing Kit
comes with 5 aluminum
tubular fids (size range 1/4"
through 1/2" diameter)

As depicted in the catalog, our rope constructions are stated as
Class I and Class II ropes (see glossary of terms) and each type
of rope class requires unique splicing procedures:

Class I Rope Splicing Instructions

Eye Splice – 12-Strand Rope End for End Splice – 12-Strand Rope

Eye Splice – Round Plait Rope End for End Splice – Round Plait Rope
Eye Splice – Double Braid Rope End for End Splice – Double Braid Rope

Eye Splice – 3-Strand Rope End for End Splice – 3-Strand Rope
Eye Splice – 8-Strand Rope End for End Splice – 8-Strand Rope

Class II Rope Splicing Instructions

Eye Splice – 12-Strand Rope End for End Splice – 12-Strand Rope

Eye Splice – Double Braid Rope End for End Splice – Double Braid Rope
Eye Splice – 8-Strand Rope End for End Splice – 8-Strand Rope

Eye Splice – 8x3-Strand Rope End for End Splice – 8x3-Strand Rope

Splicing Instructions:

The Samson Splice
Training Kit comes
complete with a fid,
pusher, instruction
manual and two lengths
of double braided ropes.

Splicing Kits:
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Rope Hardware: Thimbles

Spools, Sheilds and shackle assembly

Unlike conventional thimbles the Nylite Connector Assembly is easily installed into or removed
from a pre-made soft eye. Only one-seventh the weight of metal thimbles, Nylite connectors will
not deform or rupture from repeated loadings. The Nylite Shackle was designed to take full
advantage of the high strength of the Nylite connector and synthetic rope.

Size Size Size SRT Minimum Working Load Weight Sheild
Daimeter Circ. Eye size Tons Each (Lbs.) Color

-1 3/8" - 1/2" 1-1/8" - 1-1/2" 2-3/16" 1.1 tn 0.5 lbs. Blue
-2 9/16" - 5/8" 1-3/4" - 2" 2-3/4" 1.6 tn 1.0 lbs. Red
-3 3/4" - 13/16" 2-1/4" - 2-1/2" 3-3/4" 2.5 tn 1.6 lbs. Green
-4 7/8" - 1-1/16" 2-3/4" - 3-1/4" 4-7/8" 4.5 tn 3.7 lbs. Orange
-5 1-1/8" - 1-5/16" 3-1/2" - 4" 6-1/8" 7.5 tn 6.0 lbs. Black
-6 1-1/2" - 1-3/4" 4-1/2" - 5-1/2" 7-5/8" 12.5 tn 19.0 lbs. Yellow
-7 2" - 2-1/4" 6" - 7" 9-3/4" 20.0 tn 24.0 lbs. Black
-8 2-1/2" - 2-5/8" 7-1/2" - 8" 11-1/4" 25.0 tn 33.0 lbs. Black
-9 2-3/4" - 3-1/4" 8-1/2" - 10" 14" 35.0 tn 56.0 lbs. Black

Nylite™

Product Code:  964

 Working Details:

• Working Load in tons (2000 lbs.)

• Working loads, as given, are based on pin/bore relationship
provided by use of Nylite Shackle. When using a non-standard
pin, the Working Load as given DOES NOT APPLY.

• When using with Class II ropes, upsize to ensure working
load compatibility.

Blue Line Thimble

Product Code:  930

*The Nylite Spool and Shield in sizes 1-5 may be
purchased without a shackle (part # 969). Minimum
order quantities apply, see net price list for details.

*The Nylite Shackle sizes 1-9 may be purchased
separately (par t # 961).

The Blue Line thimble is compatible
for use with Samson’s high
performance - high modulus
synthetic fiber rope products such as
AmSteel-Blue, Force-8, and DPX 75.
The tubular gusseted design creates
a high strength thimble that protects
the rope and maintains a proper
bending radius when connected
to mating hardware.

A

B

C
DE

F

Size Range Thimble A B C D E F Size Range A B C D E F
Dia. Inches Weight lbs. Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Dia. MM MM MM MM MM MM MM

3-16" – 3/8" 0.6 .427 3.74 .906 .157 .315 1.89 5mm – 9mm 12 95 23 4.0 8 48
7/16" – 1/2" 1.0 .591 4.29 1.06 .197 .394 1.93 11mm – 16mm 19 125 32 5.0 12 49
9/16" – 5/8" 1.5 .748 4.92 1.26 .197 .472 1.69 14mm – 16mm 19 125 32 5.0 12 43
3/4" – 7/8" 3.0 .984 6.22 1.77 .248 .630 2.32 18mm – 22mm 25 158 45 6.3 16 59
1" – 1-1/8" 6.0 1.38 8.27 2.36 .276 .866 3.66 24mm – 28mm 35 210 60 7.0 22 93
1-1/4" – 1-1/2" 8.0 1.77 9.96 2.76 .276 1.06 3.70 30mm – 36mm 45 253 70 7.0 27 94
1-5/8" 9.3 1.97 11.02 2.95 .276 1.10 3.78 40mm 50 280 75 7.0 28 96

D

SHEILD

SPOOL

SLEEVE

ROPE

SHACKLE

PATENT PENDING

B

C

A

E

F

G

Size Spool/Sheave Spool Sheave Pin*
Inside Dia. Outside Dia. Dia. A B C D E F G

-1 .46" N/A .44" .88" 1.08" 1.11" 2.41" .38" 1.99" 2.34"
-2 .58" N/A .56" 1.13" 1.21" 1.38" 3.11" .50" 2.38" 2.88"
-3 .64" N/A .63" 1.38" 1.61" 1.77" 3.54" .56" 3.02" 3.70"
-4 .89" N/A .88" 1.75" 1.9" 2.29" 4.70" .75" 3.79" 4.71"
-5 1.02" N/A 1.00" 2.13" 2.15" 2.85" 5.55" .88" 4.85" 5.95"
-6 1.54" N/A 1.50" 2.63" 3.14" 3.80" 7.75" 1.37" 6.30" 7.85"
-7 1.75" 3.00" 1.63" 3.25" 3.75" 4.80" 8.90" 1.50" 7.93" 9.89"
-8 2.00" 3.25" 1.75" 3.75" 4.13" 5.61" 10.13" 1.75" 9.24" 11.47"
-9 2.25" 3.50" 2.00" 4.63' 5.06" 6.95" 12.15" 2.00" 11.45" 14.28"

*Sizes 1 – 5 are supplied with jam nuts and cotter pins. Larger sizes have cotter pins and standard nuts.
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Rope Hardware: Thimbles & Chafe Protection

Heavy Duty

Hawser Thimble

Product Code:  933

Chafe-Gard

Product Code:  999

Pro-Gard Eye &

Rope Protector

Product Code:  973
(Eye Protector)

 Working Details:

• Grommets installed for ease of securement

• Eye protector gusseted for custom fit

• Eye protectors sold in five standard leg lengths
for all models: 20”,30”,40” 50”, & 60”

• Rope protectors sold in standard 10 Ft.
(3 Meter) lengths

Rope Diameter Model
Range (Inches) Reference
1/2" – 5/8" A
3/4" – 1" B
1-1/8" – 1-3/4" C
1-7/8" – 2-1/2" D
2-5/8" – 3-1/4" E

Chafe-Gard protects your synthetic mooring lines from chock wear which
adds service life per formance and reliability. These benefits are due to
the unique design of a tubular braided polyester structure that is
externally coated with a highly wear resistant rubberized compound.
Mooring lines are allowed to adjust under tension on the inner polyester
braided liner and the rubberized outer covering minimizes the overall
Chafe-Gard movement in the chock based on its high frictional character-
istics. Each end of the Chafe-Gard unit has sets of grommets for the
attachment of control lines for tying off to deck or bulwark cleats.

The cast steel extra heavy duty hawser thimble is designed for use with
wir e rope or high per formance synthetic fiber ropes such as Amsteel
Blue, Force 8, & DPX 75.  The galvanized thimble provides smooth
even grooves, maximum strengths at critical areas, and proper bending
radius for the rope. When used with synthetic ropes, thimble eye
should be lashed at approximately 2, 4, 8, & 10 o’clock on the thimble
circumference to secure the thimble to the rope when not in ser vice.

F

A B

D

C E

Size Range Size Range Dinemsions in Inches Unit Weight
Dia. Inches Dia. MM A B C D E F Lbs.
5/8" – 3/4" 16 – 18 6.88 4.5 5.0 3.0 1.19 0.41 3.5
7/8" – 1" 22 – 24 8.63 5.75 6.25 3.75 1.44 0.53 6.0
1-1/8" – 1-1/4" 28 – 30 10.13 6.75 7.25 4.25 1.69 0.66 9.5
1-3/8" – 1-1/2" 32 – 36 12.13 8.0 8.75 5.0 2.19 0.78 18.5
1-5/8" – 1-3/4" 40 – 44 12.75 8.0 9.25 5.0 2.44 0.94 24.0
1-7/8" – 2" 45 – 48 14.75 9.5 10.75 6.0 2.69 1.06 33.5
2-1/8" – 2-1/4" 52 – 56 17.13 11.0 12.5 7.0 3.13 1.19 53.5
2-3/8" – 2-1/2" 57 – 60 19.25 12.75 14.25 8.25 3.88 1.38 81.5
2-3/4" – 3" 68 – 72 24.5 15.0 17.0 9.38 4.94 1.63 136.5
3-1/4" - 3-1/2" 80 – 84 30.0 19.5 20.0 11.5 5.5 1.88 216.5

Mooring Line Model Rope Dia.
Application Type Size Range SRT Part # Avg. Unit Weight Lbs.

Primar y Mooring Lines A 1-1/8" – 2" 999 601 100 019 2.8
Secondary Mooring Lines B 2" – 3" 999 601 200 019 5.2

Rubberized exterior

8 Ft.

4-1/4"
I.D.

3"GrommetBraided polyester interior

Rubberized exterior

8 Ft.

2-3/8"
I.D.

3"

A

B

GrommetBraided polyester interior

* Lashed Thimble

Pro-Gard Rope Protector also
available for mooring lines.

Pro-Gard Eye and Rope Protectors are constructed of dual woven fabric
layers of treated HMPE fiber materials. The finer inner fabric layer allows
the rope to adjust to load while the thick outer wear fabric layer has a high
coefficient of friction treatment to minimize movement on the contact
sur face. Both the eye and rope protectors are easily installed in the field
on functioning ropes due to the unique attachment/closure system.
The protectors are flexible, light weight, don’t absorb water and float.

Extend your rope's service life by protecting it with the

most cut and wear resistant material available.

Product Code:  974
(Rope Protector)
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Samthane coating

Samthane
™

Samthane coatings are a family of abrasion resistant coatings specifically

formulated to match end-user requirements and specific rope constructions.

The advantages and differences of these coatings are outlined below.

Samthane (type A)

Spliceable coating used on polyester double braids. Samthane Type A greatly enhances abrasion
resistance. It also makes splicing used rope much easier. Available in a variety of colors for easy

identification, tracking time in service, keying colors to specific operations, etc. Splices new and
used utilizing the same tools and techniques for splicing uncoated rope. Coating adds approximately

3% to 5% weight to the line.

Samthane (type F)

Spliceable coating specially formulated for coating olefin/polyester blend ropes. Physical proper ties
are the same as for Type A coating. Coating adds approximately 3% to 5% weight to the line.

Samthane (type S)

Spliceable coating used on HMPE, olefin and polyester fiber ropes. This coating adds firmness and
greatly improves wear life. The coating will add approximately 3% - 5% weight to the rope.

Samthane (type C)

Non-spliceable jacketing type coating usually applied to specific sections of a line that will be

subjected to extreme abrasion. The coating is ver y tough, with excellent resistance to cutting and
chaffing. Usually applied to a thickness of 1/8” or more, which has a stif fening effect on the rope.

This coating is applied to pre-spliced ropes and may also be used for thimble encapsulation.

 Advantages:

• Improves service life

• Reduces snagging

• Enhances abrasion resistance

• Prevents contamination

• Reduces cutting

• Color-coding for identification

PROPERTY Type Type Type Type
A F S C

Spliceability Yes Yes Yes No
Shore Hardness NA NA NA 85 A
Break Strength 2,500 psi 2,500 psi 5,000 psi 5,400 psi
Elongation at Break 610% 610% 250% 450%
Modulus at 300% 600 psi 600 psi NA 1,900 psi
Type Waterborne  Waterborne Waterborne 2-part

Polyurethane Polyurethane Polyurethane Polyurethane

Samthane Coating Descriptions
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Fiber Characteristics / Rope Construction

Fiber

Characteristics

(using Nylon as

a basis of 1)

Fiber
Type Nylon Polyester Polypropylene Dyneema Technora Vectran Zylon (PBO)

Bulk Strength1 1.0 1.05 0.6 3.1 - 3.5 2.6 3.2 4
Weight 1.0 1.21 0.8 0.85 1.22 1.23 1.35
Elongation2 1.0 0.6 0.55 0.24 0.22 0.2 0.15
Coefficient .10 - .12 .12 - .15 .15 - .22 0.08  .12 - .15 .12 - .15 0.18
of friction3

Melting/Decomp 238°C 249°C 166°C 147°C 482°C 329°C 649°C
Temperature
Critical 177°C 177°C 121°C 66°C 232°C 149°C 249°C
Temperature4

Specific Gravity 1.14 1.38 0.91 0.97 1.39 1.4 1.56
Cold-Flow (Creep)5 Neg Neg Neg Neg  Neg Neg Neg

to High to High
Tenacity (g/den)6 7.5 – 9 8 – 9 5 32 (SK-60) 28 23-26 42

40 (SK-75)

1

Bulk strength:  Bulk Strength is defined as strength per

circumference squared.

2

Elongation:  Elongation refers to elongation of fiber at break.

3
Coefficient of friction:  Coefficient of Friction describes a fibers

reluctance to slip or slide. Fibers with a higher coefficient of friction have a

greater resistance to slip or slide.

4

Critical temperatures:  Critical Temperature is defined as the

point at which degradation is caused by temperature alone.

5
Cold flow (creep):  Cold Flow (Creep) is defined as fiber deformation

(elongation) due to molecular slippage under a constant static load. Fibers
that have this inherent characteristic will display extremely low or negligible

creep if minor fluctuations occur in the rate and/or frequency of load levels.

6

Tenacity:  Tenacity is the measurement of the resistance of fiber

to breaking.

Rope Construction

Double Braid

12-Strand

8-Strand

3-strand

8 x 3 Strand

Round plait

All Samson ropes are categorized for splicing
and testing purposes as a Class I or Class II
construction.

Class I ropes ar e produced with non high modulus

fibers that impart the strength and stretch

characteristics to the rope which have tenacities

of 15 grams/denier (gpd) or less and a total

stretch at break of 6% or greater.

Class I Ropes are produced with traditional fibers

such as: Olefin (Polypropylene or Polyethylene),

Nylon, and Polyester.

Class II ropes are produced with high modulus

fibers that impart the strength and stretch

characteristics to the rope which have tenacities

greater than 15 grams/denier (gpd) and a total

stretch at break of less than 6%.

Typical Class II ropes are produced with :

HMPE (Dyneema or Spectra), Aramid (Technora

or Kevlar), LCP (Vectran), PBO (ZYLON), and

Carbon fibers.

All rope size dimensions are nominal diameters and do not reflect

exact dimensions. Weights depicted are average net rope weights

relaxed and standard tolerances are plus or minus five percent.

Both Class I and Class II ropes can be

produced in various rope constructions

such as:  3-strand, 8-strand, 8x3-strand,

12-strand, double braids, or core

dependent braids.

Core Dependent
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Elastic Elongation

Elongation Data In order to establish definitions involving stretch in ropes, it is necessary to review the terms utilized

to define the basic components of stretch. See definitions & illustrations below.

Elastic Elongation (E.E.)

Refers to the portion of stretch or extension of a rope that is immediately recoverable after the load on the rope is
released. This recoverable tendency is a primar y result of the fiber (or fibers) used as opposed to the rope construction.

Each type of synthetic fiber inherently displays a unique degree of elasticity. Relatively speaking, HMPE fiber has an
extremely low elasticity compared to nylon fiber.

Hysteresis

Refers to a recoverable portion of stretch or extension over a period of time after a load is released. In measuring
elastic recovery it is the r ecovery that occurs immediately when a load is removed. But thereafter, a remaining small

percentage of elastic recover y will occur slowly and gradually over a period of hours or days. This retardation in recovery
is measured in a length/time scale and is known as hysteresis or recovery over time.

Permanent Extension (P.E.)

After Relaxed

Refers to that portion of extension which, due to construction deformation (compacting of braid and helical changes)
and some plastic deformation of the yarn fibers, prevents the rope returning to the original length.

Permanent Extension (P.E.)

While Working

Is the amount of extension which exists when stress is removed but no time is given for hysteresis recover y. It includes
the non-recoverable and hysteresis extension as one value and represents any increase in the length of a rope in a

constant working situation such as during repeated surges in towing or other similar cyclical operations. The percentage
of P.E. over the working load range is generally in order of four or six percent for braided ropes and two to three times

as much for plaited. However, it will vary slightly with different fibers and rope constructions. In some applications,
such as subsurface mooring or devices that demand precise depth location and measurement, allowances must be

made for this factor.

Cold Flow (creep)

Refers to fiber deformation (elongation) due to molecular slippage under a constant static loading situation. Fibers that

have this inherent characteristic will display extremely lower or negligible creep if minor fluctuations occur in the rate
and/or frequency of load levels.

Unloaded rope length
30-ft.

Total recoverable elongation

2-ft. 3-ft. 5-ft.

Loaded rope length
40-ft.

P.E Non-
recoverable 

extension

Hysteresis Extension
recoverable over time

E.E. Immediately recoverable
extension

Total Stretch
10-ft.

Length of rope measured just after load is released
35-ft.

Length of rope measured seveal hours later
33-ft.

New permanent length of rope after 1 day
32-ft.

Published Elastic Elongation Data: All reported percentages are averages based on tests of new rope stabilized from

200D
2

. Tested ropes are stabilized by being cycled 50 times at each stated percentage of its average break strength.
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Rope Handling

 Removing Rope From Reel or Coil

Synthetic-fiber ropes are normally shipped on reels for maximum protection while
in transit. The rope should be removed from the reel by pulling it off the top while
the reel is free to rotate. This can be accomplished by passing a pipe through the
center of the reel and jacking it up until the reel is free from the deck. Rope
should never be taken from a reel lying on its side. If the r ope is supplied on a
coil, it should always be uncoiled from the inside so that the first turn comes of f
the bottom in a counter-clockwise direction.

Avoid Kinking & Hockling

The continuous use of a line on one side of a winch or windlass is a common abuse which can render a
line useless in a comparatively short time. Repeated hauling of a line over a winch in a counterclockwise
direction will extend the lay of the rope and simultaneously shor ten the twist of each strand. As this
action continues, kinks (or hockles) will develop. Once these hockles appear, they cannot be removed
and the rope is permanently damaged at the point of hockling.

If, on the other hand, the line is continuously hauled over a winch in a clockwise direction, the rope lay is
shor tened and the rope becomes stiff and will kink readily.

To avoid detrimental conditions, the direction of turns over the winch should be alternated regularly.
Clockwise turns are recommended for the initial use of a new line. If this practice is observed, the
original rope balance will be maintained and the lines will have a much longer useful life.

This condition also arises in the deep-sea mooring of free-rotating buoys where a three-strand rope will
rotate until it spins and twists itself into hockles and eventually destroys itself. The use of swivels with
three-strand ocean-towing hawsers, or transmission stringing lines, may also cause damaging hockles.
The sudden release of a heavy strain may also cause hockles or hard kinks.

Excessive turns can cause kinking in any rope but hockles can occur only in the basic “twisted” ropes
(three-strand, four -strand and cable-laid).

Braided and plaited ropes cannot be hockled; their inter-locking strand construction prevents the
unlaying. Strands run in both directions creating a torque-free balance thus eliminating any inherent
tendency toward twist or rotation. Swivels can be used safely but are seldom necessary. One word of
caution here: when mar rying a braided line to a twisted line (and also to wire rope) the twisted line can
impar t its twist to the braided line if the ropes are married without a swivel in between.

A braided or plaited rope, being torque-free, can have twist induced by constant working on winches and
capstans. If a twist develops, it can easily be removed by “counter-rotating” when the rope is relaxed.

Three-strand ropes should be coiled in a clockwise direction (or in the direction of the lay of the rope) and
uncoiled in a counterclockwise direction to avoid kinks. An alternate and perhaps better method is to flake
out the line figure-eight fashion. This avoids putting twist in the line in either direction and lessens the risk
of kinking.

Great care must be taken in the stowage and proper coiling of three-strand ropes to prevent the natural
built-in twist of the line from developing kinks and damaging hockles.

Braided ropes on the other hand have no built-in twist and are far more resistant to kinking. Even if kinks
do develop they cannot develop fur ther into hockles.

The best method for making up braided rope for deck stowage is in figure-eight fashion either faked flat on
the deck or figure-eight vertically around bulkhead cleats.
It should not be hand coiled in either direction as this merely puts turn into the line which may develop into
kinks when paying-out. Remember that there is no turn or twist in the line to begin with so do not produce
it by coiling.

Coiling & Flaking
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Bending Radius & Winch Information

Bending Radius Any sharp bend in a rope under load decreases its strength substantially and may

cause premature damage or failure. In sizing the radius of bitts, fairleads and chocks

for best performance the following guidelines are offered:

The ratio of the length of an eye splice to the diameter of

the object over which the eye is to be placed (bollard, bitt,
cleat, etc.) should be a minimum three-to-one relationship

and preferably five-to-one. In other words, if you have a
bollard two feet in diameter the eye  splice should be six or

ten feet in length. By using this ratio the angle of the two
legs of the eye splice at its throat will not be so severe as

to cause a parting or tearing action at this point (thimbles
are normally designed with a three-to- one ratio).

Bollard with undersized “horns”

Many tugboats using eight and nine-inch circumference

headlines in ship-handling work have fair size bitts
(eighteen-inch diameter, etc.) which is an adequate

bending radius. However, ironically, many of these bow
and shoulder bitts are equipped with “horns” of a

relatively small diameter (five or six-inches) and it is
these horns under or over which the lines pass and bend

first in many cases. This results in shor tened rope life
and excessive rope replacement costs.

pin or surface diameter should be:

3 times rope diameter or more

This
angle

is more
than 10

2 ft.

Minimum 6 Feet

Length of eye splice – Minimum

Where a rope bends more than ten degrees around bitts or

chocks or is bending across any sur face, the diameter of that
surface should not be less than three times the diameter of

the rope. Stated another way, the diameter of the sur face
should be at least three times the rope diameter. A four-to-one

ratio (or larger) would be better yet because the durability of
the rope increases substantially as the diameter of the surface

over which it is worked increases.
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Winch & Sheave Information

*8 wraps
  on drum

Tug Assist Lines:

A minimum of the first 3-4 wrap layers of rope around the winch storage drum should be installed so the rope has a close

and tight fit on the drum. The installation tension on the rope should be approximately 10% of the rope’s minimum
breaking strength. For new rope installations, the greater the number of wrap layers installed under the suggested tension

will minimize or prevent subsequent wraps from diving or bur ying down into lower wraps. As the rope is used, the wrap
tensions may loosen, it is suggested the total rope be re-tensioned at original installation loads and thereby prevent

potential downward wrap slippage. A single drum or split dr um winch, should always keep a minimum of eight wraps of
rope on the drum at all times. This is to insure that the connecting point of the rope to the winch does not under go load.

Winding Rope

Winding rope on winch drum

Rope Capacity of

a Winch Drum

(A, B, C and rope diameter are
expressed in inches; length (L)
is expressed in feet.)

Length to be A(B2-C2)
stored (feet) 15.3 (rope dia.)2

The formula for determining the length of rope that
will fit on a winch drum is:

Rope Diameter Feet on Drum
1-1/8" 100'
1" 125'
7/8" 165'
3/4" 225'
5/8" 325'
1/2" 510'

▲ ▲
▲

▲

▲

▲

Traverse

Barrel
Diameter

Flange
Diameter

A

BC

effect of rope diameter

on drum capacity

=

Sheave

Recommendations

To assure maximum efficiency and safety, the sheave
diameter should not be less than recommended by
type of rope constr uction. The sheave groove
diameter should be no less than 10% greater than
the rope diameter and the groove should be round in
shape. Sheaves with “V” shaped grooves should be
avoided, as they tend to pinch and damage the rope
through excessive friction and crushing of the fibers.
Sheave sur faces should be kept smooth and free of
burs and gouges. Bearing should be maintained to
ensure smooth rotation of sheaves.

Braided…

8 times rope diameter

Twisted / Plaited…

10 times rope diameter

Sheave diameters should be:

SHEAVE

GROOVE
DIAMETER

▲▲

ROPE

▲

DIAMETER
DIAMETER ROPE

▲▲

▲▲

▲▲

No Less Than
10% Greater

Than The
Rope Diameter

Mooring Lines:

The mooring line should be installed on the winch storage drum under

tension that can be created by running the rope around a capstan,
bollard, or pin. There are two key factors, it is impor tant the rope be

installed with tension and in a close tight fit on the drum to prevent rope
diving or burying into the lower wrap layers. It is also important that the

sur face of the device used to create the tension is not abrasive to the
rope and the installation speed or tension applied does not generate

excessive heat build up on the rope. A single drum or split drum winch,
should always keep a minimum of eight wraps of rope on the drum at all
times. This is to ensure that the connecting point of the rope to the winch
does not under go load.

In connecting the rope to the winch drum flange, it is suggested that the end of the rope either be back spliced
or whipped to create better rope firmness for the flange connection bracket to compress upon.
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New Rope Tensile

Strengths

New rope tensile strengths are based on tests of new and unused spliced rope of standard construction in
accordance with Samson Rope Technologies Test Methods, which conform to Cordage Institute, ASTM, and OCIMF
testing procedures. All stated minimum tensile strengths are based on a 98% confidence factor. It can be expected
that strengths will decrease as soon as a rope is put into use. Because of the wide range of rope use, changes in
rope conditions, exposure to the many factors af fecting rope behavior, and the possibility of risk to life and property,
it is impossible to cover all aspects of rope applications or to make blanket recommendations as to working loads.

Samson Rope Technologies has prepared a comprehensive test method to determine pertinent physical
characteristics of fiber ropes. The reasoning behind this is to allow our customers to fully understand how the
products they purchase are tested. Easy access to this method also allows our customers to conduct tests
independently, when necessary. Widely accepted methods such as ASTM D4268 and CI-1500 are very valuable tools
to the cordage industry and it is not our intention to undermine these methods. As a matter of fact, the SRT Test
Method was built around the ASTM and CI methods, and complies with both. However, these methods do not contain
certain procedures that we at SRT perform everyday. Methods, such as the determination of lay lengths (PPI for
braids), linear density under relaxed conditions, and specifically stating cycle loads that are dependent on fiber type,
which are crucial to the construction of our products and are the basis for the information provided in our literature.

We Recommend the SRT Testing Standard for the Following Reasons:

• Complies with EN 919 , ASTM D4268 and CI-1500 standards

• Has well defined details and procedures to assure consistent and reproducible data

• Generates practical measurements, applicable to real-world usage.

• Does not require data interpretation or computation based on empirical factors (e.g., realization factors,
terminated vs. unterminated strengths, etc.)

• Is suitable for all types of fiber ropes

Testing Standards

All Standard Organizations have a set procedure (standard) agreed upon by the specific committee members at
the time of publication. Since many of these organizations initially were regionalized, many of today’s competing
standards have different test procedures that met that regions needs. Since there are many different ways to
repor t similar information, confusion proliferates when comparing and contrasting the information using competing

standards. Neither specification is incor rect; JUST DIFFERENT.

ISO/BS-EN919
This international standard requires the rope’s strength to be reported without the effects of the termination.
For most scenarios, the rope’s strength will be 10% higher than the actual breaking strength of a spliced rope.
This reporting technique gives an accurate measure of the rope’s properties, but additional computation is
needed when terminations are required.

Working Loads

Working loads are for rope in good condition with appropriate splices, in noncritical applications and under normal service
conditions. Working loads are based on a percentage of the approximate breaking strength of new and unused rope of
current manufacture. For the three-strand, eight-strand, twelve-strand and double braid rope products depicted in this
catalog, when used under normal conditions, the working load percentage is 20% of published strengths. Normal working
loads do not cover dynamic conditions such as shock loads or sustained loads, nor do they cover where life, limb or
valuable proper ty are involved. In these cases a lower working load must be used.
A higher working load may be selected only with expert knowledge of conditions and professional estimates of risk, if
the rope has been inspected and found to be in good condition, and if the rope has not been subject to dynamic loading
(such as sudden drops, snubs or pickups), excessive use, elevated temperatures, or extended periods under load.

Normal Working Loads

Normal working loads are not applicable when rope has been subject to dynamic loading. Whenever a load is picked
up, stopped, moved or swung there is an increased force due to dynamic loading. The more rapidly or suddenly such
actions occur, the greater the increase will be. In extreme cases, the force put on the rope may be two, three, or
even more times the normal load involved. Examples could be ropes used as a tow line, picking up a load on a
slack line, or using rope to stop a falling object. Dynamic effects are greater on a low elongation rope such as
polyester than on a high elongation rope such as nylon, and greater on a short rope than on a long one. Therefore,
in all such applications normal working loads as given do not apply.

Breaking Strength

Determination

Standards
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Dynamic Loading

For dynamic loading applications involving severe exposure conditions, or for recommendations on special

applications, consult the manufacturer.

Danger to Personnel

Persons should be warned against the serious danger of standing in line with a rope under tension. Should the rope

part, it may recoil with considerable force. In all cases where any such risks are present, or where there is any
question about the load involved or the condition of use, the working load should be substantially reduced and the

rope properly inspected before every use.

Splicing & Knots

Splices should be used instead of knots whenever possible because knots can decrease rope strength up to fifty
percent. When splices are used, always use the manufacturer’s recommended splicing procedures. When knots are

used, be sure to take into consideration the knot’s corresponding reduction to the rope strength and adjust your
working load accordingly.

Rope Inspection

Avoid using rope that shows signs of aging and wear. If in doubt, destroy the used rope.

No type of visual inspection can be guaranteed to accurately and precisely determine the actual residual strength.

When the fibers show wear in any given area, the rope should be re-spliced, downgraded, or replaced. Check the line
regularly for frayed strands and broken yarns. Pulled strands should be re-threaded into the rope if possible. A pulled

strand can snag on a foreign object during rope operation.

Both outer and inner rope fibers contribute to the strength of the rope. When either is worn, the rope is naturally

weakened. Open the strands of the rope and look for powdered fiber, which is one sign of internal wear. A heavily used

rope will often become compacted or hard which indicates reduced strength. The rope should be discarded if this
condition exists.

Avoid all Abrasive Conditions

All rope will be severely damaged if subjected to rough sur faces or sharp edges. Chocks, bitts, winches, drums and
other surfaces must be kept in good condition and free of burrs and rust. Pulleys must be free to rotate and should be

of proper size to avoid excessive wear.

Avoid Chemical Exposure

Rope is subject to damage by chemicals. Consult the manufacturer for specific chemical exposure, such as solvents,

acids, and alkalis. Consult the manufacturer for recommendations when a rope will be used where chemical exposure
(either fumes or actual contact) can occur.

Avoid Overheating

Heat can seriously affect the str ength of synthetic ropes. The temperatures at which 50% strength loss can occur are:
Polypropylene 250° F, Nylon 350° F, Polyester 350° F. When using rope where the temperature exceeds these levels

(or if it is too hot to hold), consult the manufacturer for recommendations as to the size and type of rope for the
proposed continuous heat exposure conditions. When using ropes on a capstan or winch, care should be exercised to

avoid surging while the capstan or winch head is rotating. The friction from the slippage causes localized overheating
which can melt or fuse synthetic fibers, resulting in severe loss of tensile strength.

Storage

All rope should be stored in a clean, dry, out of direct sunlight, and away from extreme heat. It should be kept off the
floor on racks to provide ventilation underneath. Never store on a concrete or dirt floor, and under no circumstances

should cordage and acid or alkalis be kept in the same vicinity. Some synthetic rope (in particular polypropylene and
polyethylene) may be severely weakened by prolonged exposure to ultraviolet (UV) rays unless specifically stabilized

and/or pigmented to increase UV resistance. UV degradation is indicated by discoloration and the presence of
splinters and slivers on the surface of the rope.

Standards, cont.
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Rope Retirement

Selection

Rope Life Factors: There are basically three steps to consider in providing the

longest possible service life for ropes, the safest conditions and long range

economy: Selection, Usage, and Retirement.

The use of rope for any purpose subjects it to friction, bending and tension. All rope hardware, sheaves, rollers,
capstans, cleats, as well as knots are, in varying degrees, damaging to the rope. It is important to understand that
rope is a moving, working, strength member and even under the most ideal conditions will lose strength during use
in any application. Maximizing the safety of rope performance is directly related to how strength loss is managed
and making sure ropes are retired from service before they can create a dangerous situation. Ropes are serious
working tools and used properly will give consistent and reliable service. The cost of replacing a rope is extremely
small when compared to the physical damage or personnel injury a worn out rope can cause.

Step 1:

Selecting a rope involves evaluating a combination of factors. Some of these factors are straightforward like

comparing rope specifications. Others are less qualitative like a preference for a specific color or how a rope feels in
your hand. Cutting corners, reducing application factors, sizes or strengths on an initial purchase creates unneces-

sary replacements, potentially dangerous conditions and increases long term costs. Fiber and construction being
equal, a larger rope will out last a smaller rope – because of the greater surface wear distribution. By the same

token, a stronger rope will out last a weaker one – because it will be used at a lower percentage of its break
strength with less chance of over stressing.

Strength

When given a choice between ropes, select the strongest of any given size. A load of 200 pounds represents 2% of

the strength of a rope with a breaking strength of 10,000 pounds. The same load represents 4% of the strength of a
rope that has a breaking strength of 5,000 pounds. The weaker rope is having to work harder and as a result will

have to be retired sooner.

Elongation

It is well accepted that ropes with lower elongation under load will give you better load control, a big help at

complicated job sites. However, ropes with lower elongation that are shock loaded, like a lowering line, can fail
without warning even though it appears to be in good shape. Low elongating ropes should be selected with the

highest possible strength. Both twisted ropes and braided ropes are suitable for rigging. Twisted rope has lower
strength and more stretch. Braided rope has higher strength and lower stretch.

Firmness

Select ropes that are firm and round and hold their shape during use. Soft or mushy ropes will snag easily and

abrade quickly causing accelerated strength loss. Because the fibers are in a straighter line which improves strength
but compromises durability, a loose or mushy rope will almost always have higher break strengths than a similar

rope that is firm and holds its shape.

Construction & Abrasion

Rope construction plays an impor tant role in resistance to normal wear and abrasion. Braided ropes have a basically

round, smooth construction that tends to flatten out somewhat on a bearing sur face. This distributes the wear over
a much greater area, as opposed to the crowns of a three-strand or, to a lesser degree, on an eight-strand rope.

All ropes should be protected against sharp and abrasive sur faces. Wire ropes tend to score and gouge chocks and

bitts creating cutting edges that can damage synthetic ropes. Weld beads on repaired capstans, fairleads, etc. are
equally damaging unless dressed down smoothly.

Select the right rope for the job in the first place.
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Usage Step 2: Use rope properly; do not abuse or shock load it, observe recommended

usage factors for bending and work loads. Keep ropes clean and eliminate

abrasion whenever possible.

Working loads

Working loads are the loads that a rope is subjected to in everyday activity. They are normally expressed as a percentage of
new rope strength and should not exceed 20%. A point to remember is that a rope may be severely overloaded or shock loaded

in use without breaking. However, damage and strength loss may have occurred without any visible indication. The next time the
rope is used under normal working loads the acquired weakness can cause it to break. Do not blame the rope, it was simply

overloaded and failed from what is known as fatigue.

Recommended Work Load Limit (for catalogued ropes)

Bending

Any sharp bend in a rope under load decreases its strength substantially and may cause premature damage and failure. Sheave
diameters on r otating sheave blocks should be 10 times the rope diameter for twisted ropes and 8 times the rope

diameter for braided ropes. The diameter on fixed pin terminations should be at least 3 times the rope diameter (i.e., the pin
diameter for 1/2” diameter rope should be no less than 1-1/2” in diameter).

Knots

While it is true that a knot reduces rope strength, it is also true that a knot is a convenient way to accomplish rope attachment.
The strength loss is a result of the tight bends that occur in the knot. With some knots, ropes can lose up to 50% of their

str ength. It is vital that the reduction in strength by the use of knots be taken into account when determining application. To
avoid knot strength reduction, it is recommended that a rope be spliced according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Splice

terminations are used in all our ropes to determine new and unused tensile strengths. Ther efore, whenever possible, spliced
terminations should be used to maximize the rope strength for new and used ropes.

Rope storage

Keep r opes clean and dry as possible and store them away from chemical contaminants and heat sources.

Shock loads

Shock loads are simply a sudden change in tension from a state of relaxation or low load to one of high load. Any sudden load
that exceeds the work load by more than 10% is considered a shock load. The fur ther an object falls, the greater the impact.

Synthetic fibers have a memory and retain the effects of being overloaded or shock loaded and can fail at a later time even
though loaded within the work load range.

Construction Working Load (% of break strength)
3-Strand .......................... 20%
8-Strand .......................... 20%
12-Strand ........................ 20%
Double Braid.................... 20%
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Rope Inspection & Retirement

Step 3: Retire rope from use when it has reached its discard point.

One of the most frequently asked questions is “When should I retire my rope?” The most obvious answer is before it

breaks. But, without a thorough understanding of how to inspect it and knowing the load history, you are left making
an educated guess. Unfortunately, there are no definitive rules nor industry guidelines to establish when a rope

should be retired because there are so many variables that affect rope strength. Factors like load histor y, bending
radius, abrasion, chemical exposure or some combination of those factors, make retirement decisions dif ficult.

Inspecting your rope should be a continuous process of observation before, during and after each use. In synthetic
fiber ropes the amount of strength loss due to abrasion and/or flexing is directly related to the amount of broken

fiber in the rope’s cross section. After each use, look and feel along every inch of the rope length inspecting for
abrasion, glossy or glazed areas, inconsistent diameter, discoloration, and inconsistencies in texture and stiffness.

Understanding the rope design/construction

It is first important to understand the design of the specific rope in use. Most ropes are designed to have features
specifically tailored to their application. These features can lead to misconceptions during visual inspections. When

a rope has a braided cover, it is only possible to visually inspect the cover (which, at best, carries only 50% of the
load). Rope designs utilizing HMPE fibers will show initial rapid abrasion until the rope has a fuzzy appearance – this

appearance actually acts as a protective layer.

Determine the average condition of the rope

The average condition of a rope can be an important factor in determining the rope’s retirement. To determine the

average condition, walk the entire length of the rope and document its overall condition. Many ropes can be
classified by the total amount of overall wear and cleanliness. Below are three dif ferent rope conditions depicting

a new rope ( fig. 1), a used rope (fig. 2), and a severely abraded rope (fig. 3).

Please note that there are various degrees of rope conditions not shown here.

Abrasion

When the rope is first put into service the outer filaments of the rope will quickly fuzz up (fig. 2). This is the result of
these filaments breaking and this roughened surface actually forms a protective cushion and shield for the fibers

underneath. This condition should stabilize, not progress. If the sur face roughness increases (fig. 3), excessive
abrasion is taking place and strength is being lost. As a general rule for braided ropes, when there is 25% or more

wear from abrasion the rope should be retired from service. In other words, if 25% or more of the fiber is broken or
worn away the rope should be removed from service. With three-strand ropes, 10% or more wear is accepted as the

retirement point.

Locate areas deviating from average

Many times a rope will have areas that are routinely used around a bit, through a chock, or buried on the winch

drum. These areas typically have different wear patterns than the average condition of the rope. Pay close attention
to these areas in the future and frequently examine them for rapid changes in appearance. Look closely at both the

inner and outer fibers. When either is worn the r ope is obviously weakened. Open the strands and look for powdered
fiber which is one sign of internal wear. Estimate the internal wear to estimate total fiber abrasion. If total fiber loss

is 20%, then it is safe to assume that the rope has lost 20% of its strength as a result of abrasion. Internal abrasion
can be determined by pulling one strand away from the others and looking for powdered or broken fiber filaments

(fig. 4 & fig. 5). To determine the extent of outer fiber damage from abrasion, a single strand in the all abraded
areas should be examined. Each examination of a surface yarn should be compared to an internal yarn (fig. 6).

fig. 4 fig. 5 fig. 6

fig. 2  Used rope fig. 3  Severely abraided ropefig. 1  New rope
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It should be noted that comparing diameters of the yarns does not give an accurate measure of the retained strength. Since the
strength should depend on the cross-sectional area of the yarn, a diameter differ ence alone will underestimate the true

abrasion reduction. If the diameter of the abraded yarn is 1/2 the diameter of the internal yarn, the strength of the abraded
yarn is nearly 1/4 that of the internal yarn. Determining the extent of fiber loss due to abrasion can be difficult. Since all the

strands are twisted, the outer fibers which are the most prone to abrasion damage, rotate through the rope’s length. Therefore
on a single strand, the fibers that have been abraded on one pick, are not necessarily the fibers being abraded on the next.

However, over a long distance, a single yarn could have the majority of fiber loss due to abrasion.

Glossy or Glazed areas

Glossing or glazing can occur from two different mechanisms. The most common and relatively benign form of glossing or
glazing on a rope is generally caused by compression, which typically occurs when the rope is wound on the winch drum, around

bits, or through chocks or staples. This form of glossing can be determined on 8 and 12 strand products by compressing the
rope length wise forming a “bird cage” (fig. 7) After numerous “bird cage” cycles the glossy region will become more pliable and

begin to resemble normal rope. If the glazed section remains hardened, this could be a sign of heat damage. Heat damaged
rope typically has more strength loss than the amount of melted fiber indicates. Fibers adjacent to the melted areas are

probably damaged from excessive heat even though they appear normal. It is reasonable to assume that the melted fiber has
damaged an equal amount of adjacent unmelted fiber.

Inconsistent Diameter

Inspect for flat areas, bumps or lumps. This can indicate core or internal damage from overloading or shock loads and is

usually sufficient reason to replace the rope.

Discoloration

With use, all ropes get dirty. Be on the lookout for areas of discoloration which could be caused by chemical contamination.
Determine the cause of the discoloration and replace the rope if it is brittle or stiff.

Inconsistency in texture & stiffness

Can indicate excessive dirt or grit embedded in the rope or shock load damage and is usually reason to replace the rope.

Temperature

When using rope, friction can be your best friend or worst enemy if it is not managed properly. By definition, friction creates

heat, the greater the friction the greater the heat buildup. Heat is an enemy to synthetic fiber and elevated temperatures can
drastically reduce the strength and/or cause rope melt-through. The critical and melting temperatures for synthetic fibers are

listed below:

Critical & Melting Temperature

High temperatures can be achieved when surging rope on a capstan or drum end, checking ropes on bitts, and running over

stuck or non-rolling sheaves or rollers. Each rope’s construction and fiber type will yield a different coefficient of friction
(reluctance to slip) in a new and used state. It is important to understand the operational demands and insure the size, rope

construction and fiber type be taken into account to minimize heat buildup. Never let ropes under tension rub together or move
relative to one another. Enough heat to melt the fibers can buildup and cause the rope to fail as quickly as if it had been cut

with a knife. Always be aware of areas of heat buildup and take steps to minimize it; under no circumstances let any rope come
in contact with a steam line or any other hot surfaces. The strength of a used rope can be determined by testing but the rope is

destroyed in the process so the ability to determine the retirement point before it fails in service is essential. That ability is
based on a combination of education in rope use and construction along with good judgment and experience.

Fiber Type Critical Melting
Polypropylene 121° C 166° C
HMPE 66° C 147° C
Technora 232° C 482° C *
Nylon 121° C 238° C
Polyester 177° C 249° C
Manila 82° C 177° C *

* Charring point

fig. 7  Bird cage fig. 8  Compressed area
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Rope Retirement Visual Guide & Check List

Rope
displaying

original bulk.

Rope displaying 25% strand
volume reduction from abrasion

– rope should be retired from
service.

Rope strands

showing full
volume.

Rope strands reduced by 25% abrasion.

Pulled strands should be worked back
into the rope so they won’t continue to

snag and eventually cut.

Cut Strands

example 1 example 2

example 3 example 4

Cut Strands

Rope exhibits fiber-set from

compression. A slight sheen is
visible.

example 1 Rope displays two adjacent cut strands.
This rope should either be retired or the

cut section should be removed and the
remaining rope re-spliced.

Melting or Glazing example 1

Damage depicted at left caused

by excessive heat which melted
and fused the fibers. This area

will be extremely stiff.

Unlike fiber compression, melting

damage cannot be mitigated by
flexing the rope. Melted areas must

be cut out and rope respliced or the
rope must be retired.

Compression example 1
example 2This is not a permanent characteris-

tic and can be eliminated by flexing
the rope. This conditions should not

be confused with glazed or melted
fiber (see Melting below).

Check List

CONDITION DISCARD POINT

1. Original rope bulk reduced by abrasion:

• Double braid* cover by 50% ✔

• Twelve-strand braid by 25% ✔

• Eight-strand plait by 25% ✔

• Three-strand by 10% ✔

• Localized or extended areas ✔

2. Diameter inconsistency:

• Localized diameter reduction ✔

• Flat areas ✔

• Lumps and bumps in rope ✔

3. Discoloration:

• Localized or extended areas caused
by chemical contamination ✔

* Refers to double braids that have
both core and cover strength members.

CONDITION DISCARD POINT

4. Fiber strands cut:

• Double braid* by three or more
adjacent strands cut ✔

• Twelve-strand braid by two or more
adjacent strands cut ✔

• Eight-strand plait by one or more adjacent
strands cut ✔

• Three-strand by one or more adjacent

strands cut ✔

5. Inconsistency of texture:

• Localized or extended areas of stiffness ✔

6. Glossy or glazed fiber:

• Localized or extended areas ✔

*Amount of volume reduction that indicates retirement depends on rope construction. refer to “check list” below.

*Number of cut strands that indicate retirement depends on the rope construction. See “check list” below.
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ABRASION RESISTANCE:  The ability of a fiber or rope to withstand sur face wear and
rubbing due to motion against other fibers of rope components (internal abrasion)
or a contact surface, which can be a portion of the rope itself (external abrasion).

BLOCK CREEL:  A method of rope making whereby a given length of rope is produced
from a ropemaking machine where all the subcomponents of the rope structure are
continuous without splices. The term arises from filling all creels or bobbins to
maximum (block creels) and ending rope making when the first one empties.

BRAID: n. A rope or textile structure formed by a braiding process. v. The intertwining of
strands in a braiding process to produce a tubular rope structure.

BRAID, DOUBLE:  A rope constr ucted from an inner hollow braided rope (core) which
has another hollow single braided rope constructed around its exterior (cover). Core
and cover may be either plain or twill braid and both share any load on the rope,
but not necessarily in equal amounts. Also called “braid-on-braid”.

BRAID, HOLLOW (Also: Braid, Single; Braid, Diamond): A single braid rope construction
of either plain or twill braid. The center is hollow. On the surface all strands are
inclined to the axis.

BRAIDER SPLICE:  In a braided rope, the continuation of a single interrupted strand
(or multiple strand) with another identical strand, which is braided from the same
carrier. The interrupted and replacement strands are arranged in parallel over some
distance, and are buried, or tucked, into the braid so as to secure them into the
braid. To maintain maximum strength, the strands should overlap one another for a
sufficient distance.

BREAKING LENGTH:  A convenient term for comparing the strength to weight ratio
of textile structures from one product to another. The calculated length of a
specimen whose weight is equal to the breaking load.

BREAKING STRENGTH:  For cordage, the nominal force (or load) that would be
expected to break or rupture a single specimen in a tensile test conducted under a
specified procedure. On a group of like specimens it may be expressed as an
average or as a minimum based on statistical analysis.

Note: Breaking force refers to an external force applied to an individual specimen
to produce rupture, whereas breaking strength preferable should be restricted to
the characteristic average force required to rupture several specimens of a sample.
While the breaking strength is numerically equal to the breaking force for an
individual specimen, the average breaking force obser ved for two or more
specimens of a specific sample is referred to or used as the breaking strength
of the sample.

BREAKING STRENGTH, MINIMUM: The Cordage Institute standard. A value based
on a statistically significant number of breaking load tests and the standard
deviation used to establish the minimum value.

CLASS I ROPE:  Rope constructions that are produced with non high modulus fibers
that impart the strength and stretch characteristics to the rope which have
tenacities of 15 grams/denier (gpd) or less and a total stretch at break of 6% or
greater. Typical Class I ropes are produced with traditional fibers such as: Olefin
(Polyropylene or Polyethylene), Nylon, and Polyester. These fibers can be used in
combination or singularly in the various rope constructions such as: 3-strand,
8-strand, 12-strand braids, double braids, or core dependent braids.

CLASS II ROPE:  Rope constructions that are produced with high modulus fibers that
impar t the strength and stretch characteristics to the rope which have tenacities
greater than 15 grams/denier (gpd) and a total stretch at break of less than 6%.
Typical Class II ropes are produced with: HMPE (Dyneema or Spectra), Aramid
(Technora or Kevlar), LCP (Vectran), PBO (ZYLON), and Carbon fibers. These fibers
can be used in combination or singularly in the various ropes constructions such
as 3-strand, 8-strand, 12-strand, double braids, or core dependent braids.

CORE DEPENDENT BRAIDS: Cover braided rope constructions that utilize an internal
core member or members to create the strength and stretch characteristics of the
rope. The external covering braid’s primar y function is to contain the core or cores
and create the degree of rope firmness desired. Based on the fiber or combination
of fibers used in the covering braid, the following characteristics of the rope can be
altered: co-efficient of friction, wear resistance, specific gravity, and heat
resistance. Core Dependent Braided ropes typically have internal strength
members that are produced with: parallel bundled fiber cores, a single braid core,
multiple braid cores, or mutiple 3 strand cores. This type of rope construction can
be produced with traditional fibers or high modulus fibers or combinations of both
fiber groups and offers the potential of creating a wide range of design parameters.

CYCLE LENGTH:  The length along the axis requir ed for a strand to make one
revolution around the rope.

DEGRADATION:  The loss of desirable physical properties by a textile material due to
some process of physical/chemical phenomenon.

DENIER:  The system used internationally for the numbering of silk and man-made
filament yarns, except glass yarns. It is the primary unit for determining the size of
a yarn and is based on its linear density. Officially, it is defined as the number unit
weights of 0.05 grams per 450-meter length. Denier is equivalent numerically to
the number of grams per 9,000 meters. In the English numbering system, 1 denier
equals 4,464,528 yards to the pound. Denier is also used to indicate the
thickness of a man-made fiber staple. For example, a staple is said to be 3 denier
if 1,488,176 linear yards of the staple (were it continuous) would weigh 1 pound.
The metric equivalent is Tex, the grams mass of 10,000 meters of yarn.

DYNAMIC LOAD (for cordage):  Any rapidly applied load that increases the load
significantly above the normal static load when lifting or suspending a weight.
Dynamic effects are greater on a low elongation rope such as manila than on a
higher elongation rope such as nylon, and greater on a shorter rope than on a
longer one. Also, any rapidly applied load to cordage that may change its properties
significantly when compared to slowly applied loads.

EXTRUSION:  For polymer filaments. The process of producing filaments by forcing a
polymer through a die.

FATIGUE: The tendency of a material to weaken or fail during alternate tension-tension
or tension-compression cycles. In cordage, particularly at loads well below the
breaking strength, this degradation is often caused by internal abrasion of the fibers
and yarns but may also be caused by fiber damage due to compression. Some fibers
develop cracks or splits that cause failure, especially at relatively high loads.

FIBER:  A long, fine, ver y flexible structure that may be woven, braided, or twisted into a
variety of fabrics, twine, cordage or rope.

FINISH:  An oil, emulsion, lubricant or the like, applied to fibers to prevent damage
during textile processing or to improve performance during use of the product.

HMPE SYNTHETIC FIBER: Industry acronym for Dyneema High Modulus PolyEthylene
fibers. Within the HMPE catagory, there may be different grades of HMPE fibers.
For example, DSM offers Dyneema SK-60 or SK-75 grade fibers. Each grade dif fers
by tenacity or other ratings.

HYDROLYSIS: The attack of the water ions on polymeric molecules, which results in
polymer chain scission and loss of the fiber’s physical properties.

LAID ROPES:  Ropes made by twisting of three or more strands together with the twist
direction opposite that of the strands.

LAY LENGTH:  The actual distance required to make one complete revolution around
the axis in any element in a strand, cord or rope.

LIQUID CRYSTAL POLYMER (LCP): A thermoplastic multifilament yarn spun from
a proprietar y liquid crystal polymer. LCP fiber is five times stronger than steel and
ten times stronger than aluminum for its weight. It has no creep and excellent
chemical resistance.

MBS:  An acronym used in this catalog for identifying Minimum Break Strength of rope
products in load force of Lbs., Tons, or Tonnes.

MONOFILAMENT:  A yarn consisting of one or more heavy, coarse, continuous
filaments produced by the extrusion of a polymeric material suitable for fiber
production.

MULTIFILAMENT:  A yarn consisting of many fine continuous filaments produced by the
spinning of a polymeric material suitable for fiber production.

NOMINAL SIZE:  A designation that has been determined by the measurement of
another property. For rope, diameter is considered a nominal property and is based
upon the measurement of the linear density of the rope in accordance with some
standard.

NYLON (PA) FIBER:  A manufactured fiber in which the fiber -forming substance
(polyamide) is characterized by recurring amide groups as an integral part of the
polymer chain. The two principal types of nylon fiber used in rope production are
type 66 and type 6. The number six in the type designation is indicative of the
number of carbon atoms contained in the reactants for the polymerization reaction.
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pH:  Value indicating the acidity or alkalinity of a material. A pH of 7.0 is neutral; less
than 7.0 is acid, and more than 7.0 is basic.

POLYESTER (PET) FIBER:  A manufactured fiber in which the fiberforming substance
(polyester) is characterized by a long chain polymer having 85% by weight of an
ester of a substituted aromatic carboxylic acid. The most frequently used acid is
terephthalic acid in the presence of ethylene glycol.

POLYETHYLENE (PE):  A polyolefin resin, produced from the polymerization of ethylene
gas, and used in the production of manufactured fiber. Polyethylene is similar to
polypropylene in its properties but has a higher specific gravity and a lower melting point.

POLYETHYLENE, EXTENDED CHAIN (HMPE):  A polyolefin fiber that is characterized
by the gel spinning of a very high and narrow molecular weight distribution fiber to
produce extremely high tenacity material. The strength of the fiber is approximately
10 times that of steel on a weight-for-weight basis.

POLYMER:  A long chain molecule from which man-made fibers are derived; produced by
linking together molecular units called monomers.

POLYPROPYLENE (PP):  A polyolefin resin, produced from the polymerization of
propylene gas, and used in the production of manufactured fiber. Polypropylene
may be extruded into a number of fiber forms for use by the ropemaker.

ROPE, EIGHT-STRAND PLAITED:  A rope of which the strands are generally plaited
in pairs, and mainly used for marine purposes.

ROPE, FIBER: A compact but flexible, torsionally balanced structure produced from
strands which are laid, plaited or braided together to produce a product which
serves to transmit a tensile force between to points. Generally greater than 3/16”
diameter.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY:  Ratio of the massof a material to the mass of an equal volume of
water. The specific gravity of fresh water is 1.0 and salt water is 1.025. Something
is said to be neutrally buoyant when its specific gravity is equal to that of the
medium into which it is placed.

SPLICE:  The joining of two ends of yarn, strand or cordage by inter twining or inserting
these ends into the body of the product. An eye splice may be formed by using a
similar process to join one end into the body of the product.

STRAND: The largest individual element used in the final rope-making process and
obtained by joining and twisting together several yarns or groups of yarns.

STAPLE:  Natural fibers of cut lengths from filaments of man-made fibers. The staple
length of natural fibers varies from less than 1-inch for some cotton fibers to
several feet for some hard fibers. Man-made fibers are cut to a definite length,
usually about 1-1/2- inches but occasionally down to 1-inch, so they can be
processed on the cotton, woolen and worsted systems. The term staple (fiber) is
used in the textile industry do distinguish natural or cut length man-made fibers
from filament.

TENSILE STRENGTH, MINIMUM:  A value based on a large number of breaking force
tests representing a value which is two standard deviations below the mean.
See: Breaking Strength, Minimum.

TON (tn or T or t) 1:  A traditional unit of weight equal to 20 hundredweight. In the
United States, there are 100 pounds in the hundredweight and exactly 2,000
pounds (907.185 kilograms) in the ton. In Britain, there are 112 pounds in the
hundred weight and 2,240 pounds (1016.047 kilograms) in the ton. To distinguish
between the two units, the British ton is called a long ton and the American one is
called the short ton. The best symbol to use for this unit is tn. The symbol t,
traditionally used for the long or short ton, is now reserved for the metric system.

TON (t) 2:  A metric unit of mass, equal to 1000 kilograms, or approximately 2204.632
pounds avoidupois. This metric ton is a bit smaller that the British long ton.
The metric ton is now known officially as the tonne (see below).

TONNE (t):  A metric unit of mass equal to 1000 kilograms or approximately 2204.623
pounds avoidupois. The SI uses this French spelling for the metric ton (see ton [2]
above) to distinguish it clearly from the long and shor t tones of customary English
usage. Large masses are often stated as multiples of the tonne, although
technically the SI requir es that masses be stated as multiples of the gram. Thus a
mass of 103 tonnes = 106 kg = 109g is often called 1 kilotonne (kt) instead of 1
gigagram. In the United States, the Department of Commerce recommends that
the tonne be called the metric ton.

TORQUE:  A force or a combination of forces that produces or tends to produce a
twisting or rotating motion. When used in describing the performance or
characteristic of yarn, the term torque refers to that character which tends to make
it turn on itself as a result of twisting.

TWIST: The number of turns about the axis applied to a fiber, yarn, strand or rope over a
given length to combine the individual elements into a larger and stronger
structure. The direction of rotation about the axis denoted as “S” (left hand) or “Z”
(right hand) twist.

TWIST, BALANCED: In a plied yarn or cord, an arrangement of twist which will not
cause the yarn or cord to twist on itself when held in the form of an open loop.

TWISTING: The process of combining tow or more parallel textile elements by
controlling the lineal and rotational speeds of the material to produce a specific
twist level.

WORKING LOAD LIMIT:  The working load that must not be exceeded for a particular
application as established by an engineer, supervisor, regulatory or standards
setting agency.

YARN: A generic term for a continuous strand of textile fibers, filaments or material in a
form suitable for inter twining to form a textile structure via any one of a number of
textile processes.

YARN, SINGLE: The simplest textile structure available for processing into rope, twine
or cordage.

YARN, PLIED:  A yarn formed by twisting together two or more single yarns in one
operation in a direction opposite to the twist direction of the single yarns to
produce a balanced structure.

Conversion Chart

SIZE

Inches  x  25.40  =   Millimeters
Millimeters  x  0.03937  =   Inches

LENGTH

Feet  x  0.3048  =  Meters
Meters  x  3.2808  =  Feet

WEIGHT

Pounds  x  0.4536  =  Kilograms
Kilograms  x  2.2046  = Pounds

YARDAGE

Pounds per 100 Feet  x 1.4882  =  Kilograms per 100 Meters
Kilograms per 100 Meters  x  0.6720  =  Pounds per 100 Feet

STRENGTH

Kips  x 1000  = Pounds Force
Pounds Force  x  4.448  =  Newtons
Newtons  x  0.2248  =  Pounds Force
Kilograms Force  x  9.806  =  Newtons
Newtons  x 0.1020  =  Kilograms Force
Pounds Force  x  0.00448  =  Kilonewtons
Kilonewtons  x  224.8  =  Pounds Force
Tonnes Force  x  2204.6  =  Pounds Force
Pounds Force  x  0.00045359  =  Tonnes Force

TEMPERATURE

Celsius  =  . 55556 x ( Fahrenheit – 32 )
Fahrenheit  =  1.8 x Celsius + 32
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